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Zusammenfassung: Eisenlo¨slichkeits- und Ligandenmessungen, welche wa¨hrend dieser
Doktorarbeit durchgefu¨hrt wurden, zeigten, dass stark bindende organische Ligan-
den die Eisenlo¨slichkeit und die Verweildauer des Eisens im Meerwasser signifikant
erho¨hen. Ein mesoskaliges Eisendu¨ngungsexperiment (EIFeX) im Su¨dlichen Ozean
zeigte, dass sich im Wasser gelo¨ste organische Liganden aus einer kolloidalen und
einer “wirklich” gelo¨sten Phase zusammensetzen, welche beide thermodynamisch sta-
bil sind. Die Zusammensetzung des Ligandenpools in der oberen Mixedlayer (20 − 80
m), welcher sich in einem Gleichgewicht zwischen kolloidal und “wirklich” gelo¨ster Li-
ganden befand, verschob sich zu einem prozentual gro¨ßeren Anteil “wirklich” gelo¨ster
Liganden, nachdem die Biomasseproduktion ihren Ho¨hepunkt erreicht hatte. Das neu
eingestellte Gleichgewicht, welches sich nun in der oberen Wassersa¨ule (20 − 300
m) ausgebildet hatte, zeigte eine Ligandenzusammensetzung, die vorher nur unter-
halb von 80 m Wassertiefe beobachtet werden konnte. Ebenso konnte nachgewiesen
werden, dass die im Meerwasser gelo¨sten organischen Liganden hauptsa¨chlich “ab-
sichtlich” von Bakterien in das Meerwasser abgegeben wurden. A¨hnliche Messun-
gen, welche in der Mauretanischen-Auftriebs-Zone durchgefu¨hrt wurden, zeigten, dass
in diesem Meerwasser gelo¨ste organische Liganden hauptsa¨chlich durch den Abbau
von organischer Biomasse erzeugt worden sind (lineare Korrelation von pH, Sauer-
stoff und Phosphat mit der Kapazita¨t von Seewasser fu¨r “wirklich” gelo¨stes Eisen).
Ultrafiltrationsversuche an verschieden Eisenligandenlo¨sungen im Labor zeigten, dass
diese Technik sehr gut geeignet ist, um die verschiedenen Gro¨ßenklassen des Eisen
voneinander zu trennen. Spa¨ter durchgefu¨hrte Massenbilanzrechnungen ergaben, dass
ein signifikanter Teil des dazugegebenen 55Fe durch Adsorptionseffekte (Kunststoff-
wandung und Filtermembran) verloren ging. Diese Nebeneffekte mu¨ssen fu¨r folgende
Ultrafiltrationsexperimente an Spurenmetallen in Betracht gezogen werden, da ansonst
Massenbilanzrechnungen nicht erfolgreich durchgefu¨hrt werden ko¨nnen.
Abstract: Iron solubility and ligand measurements performed during this PhD work showed
that strong organic ligands increase iron solubility and therefore the residence time of
Fe in seawater. Measurements made during a mesoscale Fe fertilization experiment
(EIFeX) in the Southern Ocean showed that both the soluble and colloidal fractions of
dissolved organic ligands are thermodynamically stable in seawater. The composition
of the ligand pool (in terms of the ratio of soluble to colloidal ligands) in the upper
mixed layer (20 − 80 m) shifted towards a greater proportion of soluble ligands after
the peak of biomass was reached in the Fe fertilization experiment. Prior to this, the
soluble and colloidal ligand fractions were in some sort of equilibrium since dissolved
ligand concentrations showed a linear correlation with iron solubility. After the peak of
biomass was reached, the same ligand composition as observed below 80 m during the
experiment was found in the whole upper mixed layer (20 − 300 m). Organic ligands
appeared to have been directly released by bacteria. In contrast to the measurements
from the Southern Ocean, measurements made in the Mauritanian upwelling zone
showed a significant correlation between indicators of organic matter remineralization
(pH, oxygen, and phosphate) and iron solubility in subsurface samples (40 − 80 m).
The main increase in iron solubility could be attributed to the remineralization of
organic matter. Lab based ultrafiltration experiments on ligand solutions made up in
seawater showed that this technique is a powerful tool for separating the particulate
and colloidal from the soluble iron fraction. Mass balance calculations showed that a
significant portion of the added 55Fe had disappeared from the feed solution before the
ultrafiltration was started and yet more disappeared during each cycle of ultrafiltration.
Iron was adsorbing onto bottle walls and onto surfaces within the ultrafiltration unit.
Future work using trace-metal ultrafiltration needs to recognize that these effects (wall
sorption and filter loading) occur and must be taken into account in mass balance
calculations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
More than 71% of our planet’s surface is covered by water and 97% of this water is located
in the oceans. Unsurprisingly, the oceans play a major role for climate and life on Earth,
acting, for example, as both a source and a sink for climatically relevant gases (e.g., CO2,
methane). Since the Industrial Revolution began in the 19th century, a considerable amount
of fossil fuels has been burned, resulting in the production of a large quantity of CO2. Not all
of this CO2 has not remained in the atmosphere, however where it would have contributed
to greenhouse warming of the planet. Calculations suggest that instead more than 50% of
the anthropogenically released CO2 has been taken up by the oceans.
Containing more than 37,000 GtC to the atmosphere’s approximately 750 GtC (Sundquist,
1993), the ocean is the largest rapidly reacting reservoir of carbon at the Earth’s surface.
The equilibrium which the surface ocean and atmosphere reach with respect to CO2 con-
trols atmospheric concentrations of the gas over centennial to millennial time scales. The
balance between the upwelling of CO2 rich deep waters and the drawdown of CO2 in surface
waters during photosynthesis by phytoplankton plays a key role in controlling atmospheric
concentrations of CO2. The upwelling brings with it high concentrations of nutrients, which
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support the fixation of CO2 into organic matter by phytoplankton. A portion of this organic
matter then sinks into the deep before decomposing, concentrating CO2 and nutrients in
the deep ocean. The concentration of CO2 in deeper waters, out of contact with the atmo-
sphere, means that the atmosphere contains a lot less CO2 for the total given amount of
carbon in the oceans than it would in the absence of this biological pumping of carbon into
the deep. The exact balance which is struck between the upwelling of CO2 and its removal
by phytoplankton is variable, and so, while the ocean as a whole is a net sink for CO2,
some regions serve as sources while other regions serve as sinks. In an ocean of unlimited
nutrient availability, the CO2 that mankind has added to the atmosphere would be utilized
by phytoplankton and would result in the development of more biomass. But nutrient con-
centrations are limiting in the ocean and increases in atmospheric concentrations of CO2
do not result in unlimited “greening” of the ocean. Phytoplankton require a considerable
suite of different elements for growth. Nitrogen is, for example, a key component of proteins
and phosphorus is critical for cellular energetics and the construction of DNA. Although
metals such as Co, Zn, and Fe are important components of enzymes such as nitrogenase,
superoxide dismutase, and carbonic anhydrase, classically it has been supposed that modern
phytoplankton are limited in their ability to grow by the availability of the major nutrients,
phosphate (PO3−4 ), nitrogen (NO
−
3 , NO
−
2 , NH
+
4 ), or silicate (Si(OH)4).
The paradigm of major nutrients being the only routinely limiting nutrients for phytoplankton
growth in the ocean has been challenged and overthrown in recent decades. For a long time
it has been known that large parts of the ocean (e.g., the Southern Ocean and the north
Pacific subarctic), the high nutrient, low chlorophyll (HNLC) regions, contain unusually low
concentrations of chlorophyll despite having nutrient rich surface waters. In the 1980s, fol-
lowing some of the first truly ”trace metal clean“ work at sea, it was finally successfully
shown that phytoplankton growth in HNLC regions of the ocean is limited by the availability
of the micronutrient iron (Fe).
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Figure 1.1: Shown are the locations of the mesoscale Fe fertilization experiments of
the last 15 years. Note that, unlike the others, the CROZEX experiment was naturally
fertilized by dust and continental shelf sediments.
Since the potential for Fe to be a limiting factor for phytoplankton growth in the ocean
was first demonstrated in a set of shipboard bottle incubation experiments by Martin and
Fitzwater (1988), several mesoscale Fe fertilization experiments have been carried out in
various different HNLC regions (Fig. 1.1). Several of these experiments (including EisenEx,
SOFeX, and EIFeX) have been carried out in the Southern Ocean to determine the biological
response to the addition of Fe to this HNLC region that contains the greatest amount of
unutilized macronutrients in the world ocean. In all of these experiments, Fe fertilization
triggered a huge phytoplankton bloom, as shown by a factor of 10 increase in chlorophyll
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concentrations (De Baar et al., 2005). At the same time, nitrate and phosphate concentra-
tions decreased through utilization by phytoplankton.
One interesting result of the EIFeX experiment (Hoffmann et al., 2006) was that the added
Fe was not used equally by the phytoplankton species present. Bigger species, usually large
diatoms and flagellates, were the main beneficiaries of iron fertilization, and tended to show
greater gains in biomass. Smaller species, such as the small diatom Chaetoceros brevis,
showed almost no response to Fe fertilization, maintaining similar growth rates under sev-
eral different Fe concentrations (Timmermans et al., 2001). This could suggest that this
species is not Fe limited under natural conditions, although it may be that this species does
not follow an ecological strategy of blooming in response to nutrient input (Assmy et al.,
2007).
Ever since John Martin said “Give me a tanker full of iron and I will give you an ice age!”,
there has been interest in lowering atmospheric CO2 concentrations by fertilizing HNLC re-
gions with Fe and stimulating phytoplankton growth. To say the least, this is a controversial
idea. Despite all of the mesoscale Fe fertilization experiments that have been carried out, it
is not clear that carbon can be effectively exported to the deep sea simply by dumping iron
sulfate into HNLC surface waters. There is much that remains to be understood about the
behaviour of the Fe in the ocean (Fe solubility, Fe-ligand complexation, etc.), its availability
to and utilization by phytoplankton, and the response of the entire food web following Fe
addition.
On the following pages I give an introduction to the marine biogeochemical cycle of Fe.
In particular, I focus on the deposition of Fe as dust on the sea surface and the chemical
reactivity of different Fe species. I then show results of studies of Fe solubility and ligand
concentrations which I conducted in the lab and on one seagoing expedition (Mauritanian
Upwelling Zone). I will show in the next chapters how these results – the comparison of
Fe solubility and ligand concentration – might change our understanding of Fe speciation
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and cycling in seawater, how the cross-flow filtration can be used for the investigation of
colloidal and truly dissolved trace metal species in oceanic seawater and what must be taken
into account for such separation experiments.
1.1 Biogeochemical Fe cycle
1.1.1 Iron sources
Fe in seawater can be derived from the input of terrigenous materials via aeolian deposition
(Jickells et al., 2005), rivers (Bergquist and Boyle, 2006; Buck et al., 2007), resuspension of
material from continental shelf sediments (Eldridge et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 1999), and
the melting of sea ice which contains dust (Fig. 1.2). Dust is an important external input
of Fe to the ocean. The proportion of Fe dissolvable from dust varies greatly, ranging
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of possible sources, which deliver Fe into seawater.
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anywhere from 2 to 20% (Baker and Jickells, 2006; Baker et al., 2006b), giving a global
input of Fe to the ocean from dust of anywhere from 2 − 12 x 109 mol Fe y−1 (Fung et al.,
2000; Turner and Hunter, 2001a). Resuspension of material on continental shelves provides
an additional source of Fe to surface waters; Elrod et al. (2004) and Lam et al. (2006) have
proposed that, with a value of 8.9 x 1010 mol Fe y−1, continental shelves provide almost
eight times more Fe to the surface ocean per year than dust.
The huge range in the results of Baker and Jickells (2006) and other groups for the solubility
of Fe in aeolian dust may be due to a combination of factors. The first is that dust from
different sources contains different minerals, which in turn range in their content of Fe and
in their ”weatherability“. A major part of the variability in the results, however, may be as-
sociated with the experimental setups used in the various experiments. The oversaturation
of leached solutions, wall sorption effects, and the different pHs used in different experi-
ments must all be taken into account for the comparison and evaluation of metal solubility
measurements from mineral dust.
1.1.2 Iron species in seawater
The thermodynamically stable Fe species in seawater is Fe(III). Conceptually, Fe(III) has
been traditionally divided into a dissolved (FeD ≤ 0.2 µm) and a particulate phase (FeP >
0.2 µm). Recent studies with ultrafiltration (< 10 kDa) and syringe (< 0.02 µm) filtration
techniques have demonstrated the existence of soluble (FeS < 0.02 µm) and colloidal iron
(FeC = 0.2 − 0.02 µm) phases within the dissolved size fraction (Wu et al., 2001; Nishioka
et al., 2005; Cullen et al., 2006; Bergquist et al., 2007). All these different size fractionations
are interconnected, with rapid transformations occurring between them.
Fe(III) ions in seawater at pH 8 have the strong tendency to hydrate (Fe(OH)2+, Fe(OH)+2 ,
Fe(OH)3, Fe(OH)−4 ) and to form Fe oxides and FeOOH (e.g., goethite). Organic ligands
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(section 1.1.3), strong Fe chelators of low molecular weight produced by bacteria (Martinez
et al., 2000; McCormack et al., 2003) under Fe limitation, form strong organic Fe com-
plexes and are therefore in competition with the inorganic Fe pathway (Fig. 1.3). Fe-ligand
complexes are more soluble and increase the residence time of Fe in seawater.
τFe =
IFe
FFe
(1.1)
A larger inventory (IFe) of dissolved and soluble Fe in seawater with a constant Fe flux
(FFe) leads to an increasing residence time of Fe (τFe) in this seawater.
Due to its impact on the bioavailability, chemical reactivity, and residence time of Fe species
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ganic) in the euphotic zone (first ≈ 200 m) of the seawater column.
in the oceans, the redox cycling of iron in marine systems is of considerable interest. Fe(II),
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which is the product of photochemical or other reduction mechanisms of Fe(III), is quickly
oxidized by O2 and peroxide (H2O2) (Millero et al., 1986; Millero and Sotolongo, 1989).
H2O2 is photochemically produced by the reaction of Fe(II) and superoxide (O
−
2 ). The most
common Fe redox reactions are (King et al., 1995):
Fe(II) +O2 → Fe(III) +O−2 (1.2)
Fe(II) +O−2 → Fe(III) +H2O2 (1.3)
whereas Fe(III) is also in competition for superoxide,
Fe(III) +O−2 → Fe(II) +O2 (1.4)
Fe(II) +H2O2 → Fe(III) +OH∗ +OH− (1.5)
Fe(II) +OH∗ → Fe(III) +OH− (1.6)
Tropical waters have very low Fe(II) concentrations, on the order of pmol L−1 or less.
However, during spring blooms in colder coastal waters (Kuma et al., 1992a), Fe(II) has
been detected at relatively high concentrations (≈ 1 nM), which suggest that Fe(II) is an
important short-lived intermediate in the iron cycle (Johnson et al., 1994).
Several oxidation rate measurements of Fe(II) at the nM level have been performed (King
et al., 1995; Santana-Casiano et al., 2006) and have shown that analytical measurements of
Fe(II) in seawater are complicated by the low concentration and the possibility of artifacts.
Fe(II) is significantly more soluble in seawater and thermodynamically less stable than Fe(III).
In theory, kinetically labile species are more bioavailable than mineralized species. This
would imply that Fe(II) and soluble Fe (monohydrolyzed and organically complexed Fe)
are preferentially taken up by phytoplankton and bacteria. However, investigations of the
consumption of soluble (organic complexed and monohydrolyzed Fe) and colloidal Fe by
phytoplankton and bacteria have yielded conflicting results (Chen and Wang, 2001; Hutchins
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et al., 1999b; Kuma et al., 2000). More work is needed to detail the biological uptake and
redox cycling of Fe.
1.1.3 Origin and cycling of ligands
Organic ligands (e.g., siderophores) which complex with Fe in seawater (Fig. 1.4) can be
produced by bacteria (Martinez et al., 2000; McCormack et al., 2003). Several bottle incu-
bation experiments have shown that some bacteria species form and “intentionally” release
organic ligands under Fe limitation. Production and release of ligands by phytoplankton and
bacteria was also observed during several mesoscale Fe fertilization experiments. Wu et al.
(2001) suggested that ligands were also produced during the degradation of organic matter
by bacteria.
Figure 1.4: The figure shows three different ligands produced by three different bacterial
strains in the lab (Martinez et al., 2003). The number of functional groups (hydroxam-
ate, catecholate and carboxylate) and their position in the molecule differ from ligand to
ligand.
From the middle of the 1990s up to the present, many studies have been performed to mea-
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sure Fe ligand concentrations [L] and conditional stability constants of Fe complexes (KFe′L)
by competitive ligand exchange / adsorptive cathodic stripping voltammetry (CLE/ACSV)
(Wu and Luther, 1995; Rue and Bruland, 1997). These studies have detected ligand con-
centrations and log KFe′L ranging between 0.5 − 2 nmol L−1 and 10 − 13, respectively.
The wide range of log KFe′L (calculated with respect to Fe’, which takes into account all
inorganic hydrolyzed Fe species) was explained by the existence of two different ligands of
different strengths (Barbeau, 2006; Cullen et al., 2006; Rue and Bruland, 1997, 1995).
It is more likely that the population of ligands present in ocean waters is considerably
more diverse than that. Ligands are low molecular weight molecules with a large spread
in composition and available functional groups. Analysis of structures has shown that some
natural organic ligands (ferrichrome, aquachelins, petrobactin, etc.) in seawater have
common functional groups of siderophores, like hydroxamate (R − CNOOH), catecholate
(R− (C(OH))2) and α-hydroxy carboxylate (R−COOH) (Macrellis et al., 2001). Normal
intracellular ligand molecules, like porphyrins and simple sugar compounds, have also been
found in seawater (Barbeau, 2006) and could potentially complex Fe.
The photochemical reactivity of these organic Fe complexes has been reviewed by Barbeau
et al. (2003). Depending on the ligand, any outcome is possible, from outright destruction
or deactivation of ligands in any form to no change in reactivity or integrity whatsoever.
Barbeau et al’s measurements showed that tris-hydroxamate siderophores, like desferrioxam-
ine G, which are produced by V ibrio bacteria (Martinez et al., 2000), are very stable and do
not show any radiation-induced destruction of free or Fe-complexed ligands. Catecholates
(common catecholate functional groups), on the other hand, appear to be susceptible to
photooxidational processes in the uncomplexed form but are surprisingly stable when com-
plexed with Fe. The aquachelin siderophore, when destroyed by UV-irradiation or natural
sunlight, collapses into a hydrophilic peptide and a hydrophobic fatty acid tail fragment
(Barbeau et al., 2003). The photoproduced peptide retains the possibility to complex Fe(III)
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with its two hydroxamate groups.
These results confirmed the conclusions of Liu and Millero (1999) that UV-irradiation and
the resulting H2O2 molecules do not destroy all organic Fe complexing compounds in sea-
water (section 1.1.5). At the same time, the existence of ligands that survive exposure to
sunlight and those that do not helps to explain the CLE/ACSV data, which tends to group
ligands into two general camps depending on their strength for complexing Fe.
Organic ligands produced by phytoplankton and bacteria directly influence the soluble Fe
species and the whole Fe cycle in seawater. An accurate understanding of photochemical
reactions of free, complexed, and photochemically degraded ligands is necessary for the de-
scription of the biological part of the Fe cycle in seawater. More work has to be done in this
direction, especially on the structure, functional groups, and chemical reactivity of organic
ligands and their impact on the capacity of seawater for soluble Fe.
1.1.4 Interconnection between soluble and colloidal iron species
Recent studies (Wu et al., 2001; Bergquist et al., 2007) demonstrated the existence of both
soluble and colloidal Fe species and documented their distribution in the water column in
the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. Soluble Fe at all stations in these studies had nutrient-like
profiles: low concentrations in surface waters (0.05 to 0.1 nmol L−1) and higher concen-
trations in deeper waters (0.2 to 0.4 nmol L−1). Colloidal Fe concentrations were just the
opposite, with higher values occurring towards the surface (0.5 to 0.8 nmol L−1) and lower
ones in deeper waters (0.2 to 0.4 nmol L−1).
Fe ligands also exist in both soluble and colloidal phases. The soluble ligand (LS < 0.02
µm) measurements by Wu et al. (2001) using a syringe filtration (0.025 µm) setup showed
concentrations of soluble ligands in surface waters that at 0.1 nmol L−1 were lower than
expected. Previous measurements (which did not separate dissolved ligands into soluble and
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colloidal fractions) had varied between 0.5 and 2 nmol L−1 for 0.2 µm filtered seawater (Rue
and Bruland, 1997; Wu and Luther, 1995; van den Berg, 2006). Wu et al. (2001) concluded
from this that soluble and colloidal ligands are in competition for the available Fe, with
colloidal ligands making up a greater fraction of total dissolved ligands in surface waters
than in deeper waters. Higher soluble ligand concentrations in deeper waters together with
the release of Fe during the bacterial decomposition of organic matter would then lead to
higher soluble Fe concentrations in deeper waters.
UV light can potentially impact the partitioning of Fe between soluble and colloidal phases.
It has been shown that colloidal Fe is made soluble in seawater under UV-irradiation (Wells
et al., 1991). In the reported study, the highest amount of redissolved Fe was produced from
radiation between 300 and 400 nm in wavelength after 20 minutes of exposure. Given the
levels of UV radiation seen in surface seawater, this process of solubilization of colloidal Fe
should have a strong impact on the biogeochemical cycling of Fe in the euphotic zone (the
upper 5 − 10 m in coastal waters and the upper 100 m in open ocean waters).
1.1.5 Solubility of inorganic and organically complexed Fe
The first measurements of Fe solubility (cFeS) in seawater were performed by Byrne and
Kester (1976), Byrne et al. (2000), and by Kuma et al. (1996) (using the radioisotope,
55Fe). Empirical models have also been developed (e.g., Liu and Millero (1999, 2002)) in
an attempt to understand what factors control the capacity of seawater for soluble Fe (Equ.
1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 1.10 and 1.11 ).
logK∗Fe(OH)3 = −13.486− 0.1856I0.5 + 0.3070I +
5254
T
(σ = 0.08) (1.7)
logβ∗1 = 2.517− 0.8885I0.5 + 0.2139I −
1320
T
(σ = 0.03) (1.8)
logβ∗2 = 0.4511− 0.3305I0.5 −
1996
T
(σ = 0.1) (1.9)
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logβ∗3 = −0.2965− 0.7881I0.5 −
4086
T
(σ = 0.6) (1.10)
logβ∗4 = 4.4466− 0.8505I0.5 −
7980
T
(σ = 0.2) (1.11)
In these equations log K∗Fe(OH)3 is the stability coefficient of the hydrated Fe species, β
∗
1−4
are the different hydration coefficients, I is the ionic strength and T is the temperature, in
Kelvin. Both the theoretical model and the measurements made in artificial seawater (0.7 M
NaCl), and UV-irradiated and untreated seawater showed that the solubility of inorganic Fe
(cFeS,in) is indirectly proportional to pH, salinity, and temperature (Liu and Millero, 1999;
Kuma et al., 1996). Between pH 7 and 9, pH appears to have little influence, on inorganic
Fe solubility (Fig. 1.5). Temperature and salinity also influence cFeS , with higher values
occurring at lower temperatures and ionic strengths.
Figure 1.5: Both panels show cFeS versus pH. The left panel shows trends in both
artificial and natural seawater. The right panels shows cFeS versus pH at three different
temperatures (5, 25 and 50◦C) (Liu and Millero, 1999). Interesting is the overall higher
solubility at 5◦C.
Differences in inorganic Fe solubility at pH 8 for UV irradiated (∼0.2 nmol L−1, (Kuma
et al., 1996)) and artificial seawater (∼10 pmol L−1, (Liu and Millero, 1999)) suggested
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that UV irradiation may not properly destroy all organic compounds dissolved in seawater.
Barbeau et al. (2003) showed by investigating naturally occurring ligands, that photochem-
ically degenerated ligands retain functional groups, which can still complex Fe(III) (section
1.1.3).
Natural organic ligands present in seawater increase Fe solubility (0.1 to 1 nmol L−1) and
have a direct and constant influence of Fe solubility between pH 7 to 9 (Kuma et al., 1996).
At higher or lower pH, the influence of ligands on cFeS is negligible (Fig. 1.5).
Fe solubility measurements in the northwest Pacific by Kuma and Isoda (2003) and Tani
et al. (2003) showed very variable but generally higher cFeS in the surface mixed layer
and a solubility minimum between 80 and 100 m. cFeS increased in intermediated waters
along with nutrient concentrations, humic-acid fluorescence, and apparent oxygen utilization
(AOU). There was also a slight and linear decrease of cFeS at depths below 1000 m, which
was also accompanied by a decrease in nutrient concentrations, humic-acid fluorescence, and
AOU . The increase of cFeS in intermediate waters was attributed to bacterial remineral-
ization of organic matter below the chlorophyll maximum, suggesting that organic ligands
are produced during the decomposition of settling organic matter and are available for the
complexation of freely available Fe.
It is well known that nutrients are released during the remineralization of organic matter,
leading to an overall increase of nutrient concentrations below the chlorophyll maximum.
The structure and functional groups of released ligands are currently completely unknown
and must be investigated if we are to understand how the production and release of ligands
at depth differs from the intentional release of ligands in surface waters under conditions of
Fe limitation.
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1.2 Work performed
The measurements which are described in detail in the following sections were carried out
as part of my PhD at the Leibniz-Institut fu¨r Meereswissenschaften (IFM-GEOMAR), Kiel.
The goal of these studies was to advance our knowledge of the biogeochemical cycling of Fe
in seawater. Fe ligand and Fe solubility measurements were made to investigate the kinetics
of the formation and dissociation and the thermodynamics of Fe ligand complexes which are
the most common Fe species in seawater. The ultrafiltration technique for the separation
of colloidal and soluble trace metal species was also scrutinized in detail to determine pos-
sible artifacts and problems that can occur during ultrafiltration. The following subsections
provides a brief overview of the studies and study sites which the next few chapters of this
dissertation are devoted to detailing.
1.2.1 Instrumental setup
Separation of colloidal and soluble Fe phases by ultrafiltration
For many years, filters have been used to separate particulate, colloidal, and soluble Fe
phases from each other. Many different techniques are available, such as flow injection
analysis (FIA) (de Jong et al., 2000; Obata et al., 1993), graphite furnace atomic absorption
spectrometry (GFAAS), and inductively coupled plasma based methods (ICP-MS, ICP-OES),
for analysis of the dissolved or soluble Fe concentration in the resulting filtrate. The obvious
problem with these techniques is that the Fe which is in the upper size fraction and therefore
collected by the filter is not easily available for measurement.
Ultrafiltration is a technique that allows more than one phase to be measured from the same
water sample. In the ultrafiltration measurements reported here (Fig. 1.6 and Chapter 2),
a 10kDa membrane filter was used to separate the colloidal and particulate phases from
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the soluble phase. The membrane filter in the ultrafiltration device allowed the passage
of seawater and Fe in the soluble phase through to the permeate reservoir. The colloidal
and particulate phases, however, did not pass through the membrane filter but were instead
sent back to the initial feed solution. This caused the concentration of colloidal/particulate
Fe in the feed solution to increase over time. From the final concentrations of Fe in the
permeate and retentate it was possible to calculate the soluble and colloidal/particulate Fe
concentrations.
This technique was used, as described in section 2.3, to determine the effect of different
ligands (DFO, protoporphyrin IX, etc.) on the capacity of seawater for soluble Fe. As a part
of this work, it was necessary to improve the way ultrafiltration data are handled in order to
accurately account for the adsorption of Fe onto surfaces in the ultrafiltration system.
Separation of colloidal and soluble Fe phases by syringe filtration
The main objective of one of the studies presented here was to track changes in Fe solubility
during a mesoscale Fe fertilization experiment in the Southern Ocean (EIFeX) (Chapter 4).
Because we only needed to quantify Fe in one phase, it was possible to use a relatively simple
syringe filtration technique in this work.
During another experiment in the Mauritanian Upwelling Zone, the same technique was used
to investigate how parameters such as temperature and pH influence Fe solubility (Chapter
3).
The radionuclide 55Fe
For both the syringe filtration and ultrafiltration techniques, the radionuclide 55Fe was used.
The method for investigating Fe solubility in seawater using a radioactive Fe nuclide was
developed by Kuma et al. (1996). The 55Fe nuclide (half-live = 2.7 y) decays by low energy
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of the cross-flow ultrafiltration system. The sample is pumped
through a 10 kDa membrane filter using a peristaltic pump. A portion of the size fraction
smaller than 10 kDa passes through the membrane filter into the permeate. Material
larger than 10 kDa is pumped back into the feed solution.
β+ emission to a stable isotope of manganese (55Mn). The β+ decay of 55Fe is easy to
detect via a liquid scintillation method. The emitted radiation reacts with a scintillation
liquid and produces a photon, which is photometrically measured in a liquid scintillation
counter.
To quantify Fe solubility, a known amount of 55Fe was added to seawater samples and given
time to equilibrate with the in situ Fe. Then the samples were filtered and the amount of
55Fe that went into different phases could be measured by liquid scintillation counting.
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Ligand measurements
Ligand concentration measurements were made on EIFeX samples so that a comparison with
Fe solubility could be made. The ligand measurements were carried out by the established
competitive ligand equilibration / adsorptive cathodic stripping voltammetry (CLE/ACSV)
method (Croot and Johansson, 2000) with 2-(2-thiazolylazo)-p-cresol (TAC) as competitive
ligand (described in detail in section 4.3.4).
1.2.2 Description of study sites
The Southern Ocean
The Southern Ocean is the biggest HNLC region of the planet. As mentioned in an earlier
section, the nutrient limiting phytoplankton growth in this oceanic region is Fe (Boyd et al.,
2000; Coale et al., 2004; De Baar et al., 2005; Gervais et al., 2002; Takeda and Tsuda,
2005; Wells, 2003). Dissolved Fe in surface waters in the present day Southern Ocean (Fig.
1.7) is mostly delivered in the form of dust from Patagonia, the Kerguelen Islands, South
Africa, and Australia. Other sources of Fe are melting ice bergs which contain dust and
other airborne particles and the resuspension of sediments from the continental shelf. These
non-airborne sources can be important on local scales.
In addition to being the world’s largest HNLC region, the Southern Ocean is also the only
ocean of the planet without any meridional boundaries that would support the formation of
western boundary currents and wind driven gyres. Instead, the biggest and strongest current
in the Southern Ocean, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), flows uninterruptedly
eastwards and encircles Antarctica. South of the ACC, close to the Antarctic continent,
two major embayments can be found, the Weddell Sea and the Ross Sea. These seas
have western boundaries which support regional wind-driven gyres with western boundary
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currents.
The ACC is divided by four major fronts which separate it into four zones in which isopleths
are more widely spaced (Orsi et al., 1995). The mixing between the different zones is mostly
controlled by eddies. Fronts of the ACC are the Subantarctic Front (SAF ), the Polar Front
(PF ), the Southern ACC Front (SACCF ), and the Southern Boundary (SB) and they
demarcate the Subantarctic Zone (north of the SAF ), the Polar Frontal Zone (between the
SAF and the PF ), the Antarctic Zone (between the PF and SACCF ), and the Continental
Zone (south of the SACCF and including the SB) (Fig. 1.7).
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Figure 1.7: The illustration shows the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. The
different frontal boarders are given by different colors, such as red − SAF, white − PF,
yellow − SACCF and black − SB.
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Mass and heat transport between the different zones, which have different salinities and
temperatures, are mostly carried out by the aforementioned eddies. Eddies are large scale
objects, several kilometers to several hundred kilometers in diameter, with an elliptical shape
in the horizontal direction. Eddies may persist for several months to more than a year and
transport heat, nutrients, and other properties of a particular water mass (salinity, etc.) over
great distances. One such eddy that had crossed the Polar Front from south to north was
used in 2004 for a mesoscale Fe fertilization experiment (EIFeX) in the Southern Ocean.
The Mauritanian upwelling zone
Upwelling regions are easy to detect by sea surface temperature (SST ) anomalies (upwelled
waters are colder than normal surface seawaters) and by measurements of CO2 concentra-
tions. The CO2 concentration of upwelled waters is 2 to 3 times higher (Steinhoff, T.,
personal communication) than it is in surface waters, which have had time to come closer
to equilibrium with the atmosphere.
Upwelling occurs along many coasts of the world. One upwelling area is the Mauritanian
upwelling zone (Fig. 1.8) on the northwest African coast (16 − 31 ◦N and 16 − 20 ◦W).
Here the most intense upwelling occurs during the spring. During this season, strong trade
winds from the northeast push coastal waters offshore, driving the upwelling of nutrient-rich
deep waters to replace them.
In a strong upwelling season (early spring), north Atlantic central water (NACW ) and south
Atlantic central water (SACW ) supply the Mauritanian upwelling with oxygen depleted and
nutrient enriched deep waters. Another source of upwelled deep water at this location can be
the more shallow north equatorial countercurrent (NECC) and the upwelling undercurrent
(UUC) which is supplied by the NECC. NACW and SACW are at the same depth
between 100 to 400 m and show differences in their ages, since the formation of NACW
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Figure 1.8: Picture shows the western North African coast with the Mauritanian up-
welling zone (red ellipse).
water is 5 to 10 degree north and therefore much closer to the upwelling area than the
SACW (Stramma et al., 2005).
Recent studies showed that the UUC water, which follows the African continent from south
to north in a direct way to the upwelling area, plays a major role for the supply of deep water
masses during an upwelling season (Schafstall, J., personal communication). During weaker
upwelling times (summer, autumn), when the wind comes from a direction other than NE,
the warmer surface layer (first 30 m) of the coastal ocean is stable enough to prevent the
break-through of huge deep water masses to the surface. During the Meteor cruise M68/3 in
summer 2006, the upwelling that occurred was very weak and just a few upwelling filaments
were found.
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The overall higher nutrient concentration in deeper waters of the Mauritanian upwelling zone
during the upwelling season are due to the transport of nutrient rich deep water to the upper
water column and/or to the remineralization of organic matter below the euphotic zone.
Measurements of chemical parameters (such as nitrate, phosphate, oxygen, iron, etc.) during
M68/3 suggested that during weak upwelling seasons the increasing nutrient concentrations
with depth are mostly due to the bacterial remineralization of sinking particulate organic
matter and not so much to the upwelling of nutrient-rich waters. Events which can be
observed at any point during the whole season are big dust storms, which come from the
Sahara. Very fine dust particles can be delivered this way all the way to the Caribbean.
Bigger dust particles are harder to transport and fall out earlier (i.e. in the Mauritanian
upwelling zone).
After dust deposition, the soluble Fe fraction (2 − 20%; section 1) of dust particles can be
used by phytoplankton and bacteria to support growth and the development of biomass.
An interesting aspect of the Mauritanian upwelling is the establishing of the Oxygen Mini-
mum Zone (OMZ) in shallow depths (below 30 m). The oxygen (O2) concentration rapidly
decreases to much smaller values than found in the surface. This strong decrease of O2
concentrations during weak upwelling seasons can be explained by oxygen consumption by
zooplankton and bacteria during the remineralization of particulate organic matter and a
strong thermal stratification, which prevents the formation of a deep mixed layer.
Chapter 2
Ultrafiltration for determining
the solubility of iron species in
open ocean seawater
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2.1 Introduction
It is now widely accepted that in large parts of the ocean, principally the high nutrient, low
chlorophyll (HNLC) regions, phytoplankton growth is limited by the low availability of iron
(Boyd et al., 2007; Martin et al., 1994). The main controlling factor on iron (Fe) concentra-
tions in the ocean is its solubility, as in ambient oxygenated seawater the thermodynamically
favoured redox state, Fe(III) is poorly soluble (20 − 500 pmol L−1) (Liu and Millero, 1999).
Measurements of the physical speciation of Fe in seawater are traditionally operationally
defined by the filtration system used by the researchers: dissolved (< 0.2 or 0.4 µm) and
particulate (> 0.2 or 0.4 µm) phases, depending on the filters used by the researchers. More
recent work has further divided the dissolved phases into soluble (< 10 kDa or < 200 kDa)
and colloidal (10 − 200 kDa to 0.2 µm) components (Bergquist et al., 2007; Cullen et al.,
2006; Nishioka et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2001).
The colloidal phase in the productive zones of the open ocean is dominated by organic col-
loidal aggregates (5 − 200 nm), which may provide numerous binding sites for trace metals
such as Fe (Wells and Goldberg, 1993, 1994). It is also likely that considerable differences
exist in the bioavailability of soluble versus colloidal Fe (Wang and Dei, 2003), and so to
truly understand Fe as a limiting nutrient in the ocean, the relationship between dissolved
Fe and Fe solubility needs to be better understood.
Both soluble and colloidal Fe in the oceans are derived from the input of terrigenous materials
to the global ocean via aeolian deposition (Jickells et al., 2005), riverine input (Bergquist
and Boyle, 2006; Buck et al., 2007; Gaiero et al., 2003), or resuspension of material from
continental shelf sediments (Eldridge et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 1999). The amount of
dissolvable Fe in aeolian transported materials varies greatly, ranging anywhere from 2 to
20% (Baker and Jickells, 2006; Baker et al., 2006b) whereas indirect estimates for the Pacific
are higher at ∼ 40% (Boyle et al., 2005). The amount of dissolved Fe (Allard et al., 2004;
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Turner and Hunter, 2001b) carried by rivers varies strongly and is influenced by pH and the
lithology of the river catchment and its vegetation cover. Much of the river transported
soluble Fe in estuaries, however, is quickly converted, at higher salinity values, into the bio-
logically unavailable colloidal and particulate phases (Boyle et al., 1977; Guieu et al., 1996).
As shown in numerous works more than 99% of the dissolved Fe (< 0.2 µm) is bound by
organic ligands throughout the world oceans (Croot and Johansson, 2000; Rue and Bruland,
1997; van den Berg, 1995; Witter and Luther, 1998; Wu and Luther, 1995). Hutchins et al.
(1999b) concluded that the organic complexation of Fe increases the amount of dissolved
Fe species and consequently the biological availability of Fe. However, the difference in the
bioavailability of organically complexed versus colloidal Fe is not well understood (Chen and
Wang, 2001; Hutchins et al., 1999a; Kuma et al., 2000). The presence of siderophores and
other Fe complexing ligands produced, or released via grazing or viral lysis, from phytoplank-
ton, and bacteria may stabilize soluble Fe, increasing both the residence time and total pool
size of bioavailable Fe in the surface ocean (Barbeau et al., 2001, 2003).
Recent studies have shown that a significant fraction of the dissolved Fe pool exists as
colloidal Fe species (Bergquist et al., 2007; Nishioka et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2001), with
dissolved Fe concentrations in the euphotic zone being dominated by the variability of the
colloidal Fe fraction. The colloidal Fe variability in the NW Atlantic was suggested to be sea-
sonally dependent, with higher concentrations occurring in winter (Bergquist et al., 2007).
Some fundamental issues that remain to be answered in the marine biogeochemistry of Fe
are the extent to which organic binding agents increase Fe solubility and how those ligands
prevent the formation of colloidal Fe in seawater. Until now, only studies from Fe enrichment
experiments have examined Fe ligand complexation and the formation of colloidal Fe (Boye
et al., 2005; Wells, 2003) with little attention paid to the overall solubility of Fe. Here we
present a study that, through the careful use of cross-flow filtration technique and theory,
outlines the impact of different ligands on Fe speciation and solubility.
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2.2 Materials and procedures
2.2.1 Reagents
The impact of various different organic ligands on the speciation of Fe in seawater was
measured via cross-flow filtration using the radioisotope, 55Fe (Hartmann Analytics, Braun-
schweig, Germany). The iron isotope had a specific activity of 157.6 MBq/mg Fe, a total
activity of 75MBq and was dissolved in 0.51 mL of 0.1 M HCl. 55Fe dilutions were pro-
duced with 18 MΩ deionized, ultrapure water and were acidified with quartz-distilled HCl
(Q−HCl) to a pH below 2. The 7 ligands tested (desferrioxamine B (DFB), ethylene-
diaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 2-(2-thiazolylazo)-p-cresol (TAC), phytic acid (IP6),
protoporphyrin IX (PPIX), phytagel and 2-keto-D-gluconic acid (2kDG) were obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich. Ligand solutions were made up in 0.2 µm pre-filtered Antarctic sea-
water (sampled during Eifex 2004 under trace metal clean conditions; total dissolved Fe
concentration (Fed = 0.2 nmol L
−1)). Prior to use, this seawater was irradiated with UV
light (UV-Digester 705 from Metrohm) for 75 minutes to destroy any organic compounds
present. All labware used was soaked in 10 M HCl for at least 7 days and then rinsed with
ultrapure water prior to use.
2.2.2 Ultrafiltration setup and cleaning procedure
The ultrafiltration of Fe and ligand containing solutions was carried out using a Masterflex
L/S system with a Vivaflow 50 membrane (10kDa) constructed of PES (polyethersulfone)
with an active membrane area of 50 cm2. The recirculation rate was set to approximately
300 mL/min, which typically gave a permeate flow rate of 5 mL/min. All ultrafiltration
work was carried out using an acid-cleaned polycarbonate (PC) container and polyethylene
(PE) tubing. The Vivaflow 50 was pre-cleaned by sequential rinsing with 100 mL ultrapure
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water, 100 mL of a 1% solution of 6 M Q-HCl, a 100 mL EDTA wash solution (10 mmol
L−1) and then finally a last rinse with ultrapure water to remove trace metal contamination.
The ultrafilter could be reused several times following this procedure.
2.2.3 55Fe measurements
55Fe in the various ultrafiltration fractions was quantified using a liquid scintillation counter
(Tri-Carb 2900TR) from Packard and the cocktail, Lumagel Plus (Lumac LSC). The effi-
ciency (55 − 60%) of the instrument was determined by several quench curve calibration
measurements. The lowest measurable Fe concentration (detection limit) was at 8.1 ± 1.5
pmol L−1, equivalent to 1 count per minute (CPM). The ultrafiltration setup (PC container,
PE tubing and 10 kDa membrane filter) was cleaned prior to each experiment with a se-
quence of two short washes (0.1 mol L−1 Q-HCl followed by 10 mmol L−1 EDTA) and a
rinse with ultrapure water.
2.2.4 Theory ultrafiltration
The theory for the ultrafiltration of solutes has been described in detail previously by other
researchers in this field: Reitmeyer et al. (1996), Guo et al. (2001), and Hasselloev et al.
(2007). In general, the separation of Fe species by ultrafiltration can be represented as a
simple mass balance in a closed system with a fixed total solution volume:
ciVi = cRVR + cPVP (2.1)
where c is the concentration of total Fe in the initial sample (i), the permeate (P) and the
retentate (R), and V is the associated liquid volume. Since the colloidal fraction of Fe is too
large to pass through the 10 kDa membrane filter, the difference between the concentration
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of Fe in the retentate and permeate is the concentration of Fe that is colloidal:
cColVi = cRVR − cPVP (2.2)
The extent to which the feed solution has passed across the membrane filter may be described
in terms of a concentration factor (CF), the volume ratio between the initial and retentate
solution (Logan and Qing, 1990; Reitmeyer et al., 1996):
CF =
Vi
Vi − VP =
Vi
VR
(2.3)
The colloid Fe concentration (cCol ), is then determined from the concentration of Fe in the
permeate (cP ) and in the retentate (cR) and CF:
cCol =
cR − cP
CF
(2.4)
At any given time of filtration, the relationship between the concentration of a given chemical
species in the instantaneous permeate (icP ) outflow and the CF can be described by the
following equation (Guo et al., 2001; Logan and Qing, 1990):
lnicP = ln(PC ∗ ci) + (1− PC) ∗ lnCF (2.5)
where PC is the permeation coefficient, defined as the ratio of icP to cR at any given time
during the filtration, where ci is the initial concentration of the permeable species in solution.
Under constant permeation behaviour, a plot of ln icP versus ln CF will be linear with slope
(1 - PC). When PC = 1, the solute is not retained by the ultrafiltration membrane and icP
= cR for all values of CF . Lower values of PC indicate discrimination by the membrane
of the ultrafilter either by size exclusion or by polarization effects. Note that this equation
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holds only for the instantaneous permeate concentration (icP ) flowing out of the ultra filter
and not the concentration (cP ) in the bottle collecting the permeate (see also App. A).
2.2.5 Colloidal fouling of cross-flow filtration membranes
Iron colloids are well known to cause fouling of ultrafiltration membranes (Soffer et al., 2004,
2002; Waite et al., 1999) leading to a reduction of permeate flow. In studies of Fe solubility
this also presents a problem as colloidal Fe will be adsorbed on the filter membrane instead
of pooling in the retentate, resulting in an apparent loss of Fe from the system. Thus it is
crucial that a mass balance consider all aspects of the ultrafiltration procedure.
Fouling occurs initially by the advection and deposition of colloids onto the membrane,
causing pore blockage, and is dependent on the permeate flux, colloid size and zeta potential
(Soffer et al., 2004). The rate at which the colloid is deposited on the membrane can be
written as (adapted from Soffer et al. (2004)):
∂nuf
∂t
= A(J − Jcr)cCol (2.6)
where nuf is the number of moles of Fe deposited on the membrane, A is the area of the
membrane, J is the permeate flux (L m−2 h−1) and Jcr is the critical permeate flux (L
m−2 h−1) below which no deposition can occur and is dependent on surface interactions.
Integration over time of Equ. 2.6 and assuming J is constant leads to a relationship between
Fe accumulation on the filter and the permeate volume:
nuf = βVP cCol + n0uf (2.7)
where β = (1−Jcr/J) is a unitless constant term (valid only for J > Jcr relating the fraction
of colloidal Fe lost to the filter, n0uf , is the amount of Fe deposited on the membrane prior
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to t = 0. The value of nuf is experimentally determined from the mass balance between
permeate and retentate (nuf = ciVi − cRVR − cPVP ). While it would be beneficial to keep
the Fe adsorption on the filter to a minimum, in practice this may not be possible as the
value of Jcr will vary between samples, depending on the colloid content and composition,
and the required permeate flow may be too low for adequate sample throughput. Thus for
our experimental work we focused on evaluating this loss term and its impact on the mass
balance for Fe in the system and not on the permeate flux rate that minimised this loss term.
Based on the theory outlined above, we constructed a simple two species model, including
fouling of the membrane, to analyze our results. The first Fe complex was allowed to pass
through the ultrafiltration membrane while the second component was purely colloidal and
retained. A full description of the model can be found in App. A.
2.2.6 Conditional stability constants of iron-organic species estimated
by solubility
For the experiments with well-characterized chelators, conditional stability constants for the
complexation with Fe, in seawater, can be calculated using the following assumptions:
Fe+ L⇔ FeL (2.8)
[L]T = [L] + [FeL] (2.9)
K ′Fe′L =
[FeL]
[Fe′] + [L]
(2.10)
where [Fe’] is the sum of the inorganic Fe(III) (Fe not complexed with L), and [L] is the
concentration of the ligand not complexed with Fe in seawater (this may include ligands
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bound to Ca2+ and Mg2+). The solubility of Fe(III) in seawater is given by the following
equation:
[Fe(III)]SW = [Fe′] + [FeL] (2.11)
The concentration of FeL in seawater can be calculated from the measured value by cor-
recting for the contribution from inorganic Fe(III) species:
[FeL] = [Fe(III]SW − [Fe(III)]NaCl (2.12)
Thus in the absence of organic chelators we have the following relationship:
[Fe′] = [Fe(III)]NaCl (2.13)
For our experiment solutions where colloidal Fe dominates, we can assume that the solution
is saturated for Fe′, and it is in turn controlled by the solubility of inorganic Fe formed under
these conditions. Under the experimental conditions employed during the present work we
find [Fe′] = [Fe(III)]NaCl ∼ 150 pmol L−1 (Liu and Millero, 1999).
Under saturated conditions, combining L and the permeate concentration ([Fe(III)]SW ),
we can estimate K ′FeL for each ligand tested (adapted from Liu and Millero (2002)).
K ′Fe′L =
[Fe(III)]SW − [Fe(III)]NaCl
[Fe(III)NaCl][L]
(2.14)
which rearranges to the following equation derived from measured quantities:
K ′Fe′L =
[Fe(III)]SW − [Fe(III)]NaCl
[Fe(III)]NaCl([L]T [Fe(III)]SW )
(2.15)
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In the case of an excess of strong Fe binding ligands, the system will be undersaturated with
respect to the formation of colloidal Fe, and Fe’ will be less than the inorganic solubility
term, [Fe(III)]NaCl. In this situation only a lower boundary for K ′Fe′L can be estimated.
In the case of saturated natural seawater samples where the concentration of L is not
known, it is not possible to calculate K ′Fe′L. However we can compare ultrafiltration data
with published Fe speciation data for K ′Fe′L and L via the maximum permitted soluble Fe
(derived from rearranging Eq. 2.15):
[Fe(III)]SW =
[Fe(III)]NaCl(1 +K ′FeL[L]T )
1 +K ′FeL[Fe(III)]NaCl
. (2.16)
Using this approach, the maximum soluble Fe can be determined by inputting the observed
values of K ′FeL and L, along with the value of [Fe(III)]NaCl for a saturated Fe solution
under the appropriate experimental conditions.
2.2.7 Side reaction coefficient (αFe′) for Fe’ in seawater
The value of the side reaction coefficient for Fe’ relative to Fe(III) is critical for calculating
conditional stability constants for Fe organic complexes and for determining the solubility
of iron in seawater under different environmental conditions. Recently, there has been a
consensus towards using αFe′ = 1010.0 (pH = 8.02, salinity 35), based on the earlier work by
Kuma et al. (1996) and Millero (1998), complementing reactivity measurements by Hudson
et al. (1992). More recently, an extremely good data sets for a range of environmental
conditions that have been recently made using EDTA (Sunda and Huntsman, 2003) and
solubility measurements made via filtration (Liu and Millero, 1999, 2002). What differences
there are between experiments appear to be related to the age of the Fe colloids employed
(Kuma et al., 1996; Sunda and Huntsman, 2003).
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2.2.8 Experimental procedure
Experiments were performed (App. B) using 7 different Fe binding ligands in UV-treated, 0.2
µm filtered, Antarctic seawater (collected during EIFeX). A further set of experiments was
performed using 0.2 µm filtered non-UV irradiated Antarctic seawater and coastal seawater
(fjord seawater; Bergen, Norway). Initial volumes of 200 mL seawater were used throughout.
In the ligand experiments, ligand concentrations in the solution were ∼ 100 nmol L−1. Lig-
and solutions were allowed to equilibrate with seawater for 4 hours before addition of 55Fe
(ctot = 60 nmol L
−1 in all, except for PP IX ctot = 40 nmol L−1). The Fe concentration was
checked immediately after Fe addition (t = 0) and then again after the equilibration period
of 24 h. Ultrafiltration of the sample was commenced at 24 h after the Fe addition.
Ultrafiltration of the samples was performed under constant pressure and flow rate condi-
tions. Samples were always collected from both the permeate and the retentate at each
sampling period. Samples were taken based on the collected permeate volume, starting at 5
mL, 20 mL and then every further 20 mL until 180 mL (corresponding to the CF range 1.03
− 10). For each of the permeate samples, the last 2 mL passing through the membrane
filter were collected into a 60 mL PTFE bottles and 20 µL of HCl was added to prevent the
sorption of Fe onto the bottle walls. Triplicate 400 µL subsamples of the retentate and of the
permeate were transferred into 6 mL scintillation counting vials. The vials were then filled
with 4.5 mL of cocktail and the 55Fe activity was measured by liquid scintillation counting.
At the end of each ultrafiltration experiment, 40 mL of ultrapure water acidified with a 1%
solution of 6 M Q-HCl were flushed through the ultrafiltration system to desorb any Fe from
the walls of the PC container, the PE tubing, and the membrane filter. The Fe concentra-
tions in the permeate and in the retentate samples taken at 5 and 20 mL were then used for
mass balance calculations.
A SenTix 81 combination pH electrode and WTW model 720 pH meter were used to de-
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termine the pH. The electrode was calibrated on the free hydrogen scale (pHF ) using TRIS
seawater buffers (Millero, 1986). All pH data reported here is based on the free hydrogen
ion concentration scale and data from other pH scales was converted using the appropriate
algorithms (Dickson and Goyet, 1994).
2.3 Assessment
2.3.1 Iron loss to the walls of the sample container
Initial measurements of the 55Fe activity ion solution prior to the start of the ultrafiltration
are shown in Fig. 2.1. It can be clearly seen that in most cases there was a considerable
loss of 55Fe to the walls on the polycarbonate sample container 24 hours after addition of
the 55Fe and the organic complexing agent.
t0 t1 (after 24h)0  
20 
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80 
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Protoporphyrin IX
2−keto−D−Gluconic acid 
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Phytagel
Figure 2.1: Measured Fe concentrations in the feed solution at hour 0 and 24. For
saturated solutions, approximately 20 − 40% of the Fe was lost to the walls of the
sample container. Only for the undersaturated solution containing DFB there was no
apparent wall adsorption effect.
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The equivalent loss to wall (cW ) sorption (App. A and B) was similar to that recently
observed by Fischer et al. (2007) and in earlier work by Robertson (1968). Only with the
strong complexing agent DFB was no wall sorption effect observed.
All other Fe ligands tested and natural seawater solutions showed a strong decrease (20 −
40%) of 55Fe in solution. Mass balance considerations (see below) indicate that the wall
adsorbed 55Fe was not remobilized during the ultrafiltration procedure. Indeed only a strong
acid solution (e.g. HCl) was able to return the wall adsorbed 55Fe to the solution phase.
Thus wall sorption appears to be unavoidable with solutions saturated for Fe’ and needs to
be considered carefully in the experimental procedure. For undersaturated solutions, such as
with DFB in the present work and in the case of some natural seawater, this adsorption to
the walls may be not significant. This result also has implications for voltammetric studies in
which high concentrations of added ligands (e.g. 10 µmol L−1 TAC (Croot and Johansson,
2000)) should minimize wall adsorption for iron speciation studies.
2.3.2 Permeation coefficients for soluble Fe species
The permeation behavior of selected soluble Fe species are shown in Fig. 2.2. A frequent
observation was that initially the permeation varied at low CF values (Fig. 2.2). However at
CF > 1.2 (ln CF > 0.2), constant permeation behavior was observed in all experiments. The
initial variation in permeation behaviour differed between natural seawater samples (slightly
higher initial permeation) and ligand-amended UV seawater (reduced initial permeation) and
was possibly related to adsorption of the permeable Fe species and/or permeable ligands to
the outlet tubing.
Calculated values of PC for the different Fe species, excepting phytagel (App. A and B),
ranged from 0.58 for UV-irradiated Antarctic seawater to 1 for Fe-EDTA, with most in the
range 0.88 − 1.0 indicating that soluble organic Fe species were only weakly retained by
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Figure 2.2: Shows the log-log diagram of CF vs. cP (1) and the diagram CF vs. cR (2),
of a: DFB; b: EDTA; c: 2kDG and d: Antarctic seawater. Furthermore, the regression
lines and the calculated PC value are inserted in the CF vs. cP diagrams. Outliers and
filter loading effects were not respected for the calculation of the regression line and PC
value.
the 10 kDa filter used in this study. In contrast, soluble inorganic Fe species were strongly
retained by the 10 kDa filter (PC = 0.58), possibly by interaction with weak binding sites
on the filter itself. Data for phytagel (not shown) indicated a decrease in permeation of the
soluble Fe species with increasing CF, leading to an estimated PC > 1. This was probably
due to blocking of the ultrafiltration membrane by the high molecular weight of phytagel as
evidenced by an increase in the observed pressure across the membrane.
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Figure 2.3: Estimated colloidal Fe concentrations (See equation 4 in the text) of Antarc-
tic seawater (squares), DFB (filled squares), EDTA (circles), 2kDG (filled circles), PP
IX (stars) as a function of CF.
2.3.3 Colloidal iron loss on the membrane
Colloidal Fe concentrations (Fig. 2.3) calculated using Equ. 2.4 exhibited significant de-
creases with increasing CF. This result indicates that there is an appreciable loss of colloidal
Fe during the process of ultrafiltration as has been observed for other ultrafiltration systems
(Wells, 2003). Consideration of the mass balance for the ultrafiltration procedure indicated
that this loss of colloidal Fe was due to adsorption to the filter membrane (Fig. 2.4), which
was also confirmed by later recovery of 55Fe in the permeate after acidification (see below).
For samples that were saturated with respect to Fe′ formation, at CF of 10, approximately
50% (equivalent to 6 nmol) of the total Fe was adsorbed on the filter. The overall loss
of colloidal Fe (nFil [mol]) adsorbed to the membrane filter was linearly dependent on the
volume of permeate (Fig. 2.4) that passed through the filter as expected for both saturated
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and unsaturated solutions (Equ. 2.7 above). Comparison of the Fe adsorbed to the filter
(VP = 180 mL) and the initial colloidal Fe concentration (Fig. 2.5) were highly correlated
(n = 10, R = 0.91) as expected from Equ. 2.7. Calculated values for β ranged from 0.49
- 0.88 (mean: 0.70 ± 0.13), this in turn implies that under our constant permeate flow (60
L m−2 h−1), we can calculate a critical permeate flux for iron colloids in our system; Jcr =
18.1 ± 7.8 L m−2 h−1. This result implies that with a slower permeate flux value than used
in the present work, we would expect less retention of colloidal iron on the filter. However,
this finding ignores the link between recirculation rate and the permeate flux, and in our
preliminary work, we found that slowing the recirculation rate to reduce the permeate flux
did not enhance recovery. We had also anticipated that the linear relationship predicted from
Equ. 2.7 should break down at higher CF as cR increases due to the retention of colloidal
Fe, but for the range of CF surveyed here, we did not observe this phenomenon.
2.3.4 Overall mass balance and recovery of adsorbed iron
To complete mass balance calculations and to ensure complete recovery of the 55Fe tracer,
the ultrafiltration system was rinsed with a dilute QD-HCl rinse with subsequent analysis of
the permeate and retentate. Typically, we observed that after addition of the acid solution,
initial measurements showed icP > cR, indicating there had been some Fe adsorbed to
materials downstream of the filter membrane, presumably on the tubing walls. This may be
partly the reason for the lower icP values encountered at low CF with unacidified seawater
solutions.
However, for all later measurements icP = cR indicating that all the Fe was solubilized at
this low pH. Calculated overall mass balances, incorporating a 40 mL dilute QD-HCl rinse,
(Fig. 2.6) showed complete recovery (98 ± 4%, n = 3) of the added 55Fe indicating that
both the wall-adsorbed and filter-adsorbed 55Fe was recovered. Using only 20 mL of the
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Figure 2.4: Filter-loading Fe capacity with increasing VP of Antarctic seawater
(squares), DFB (filled squares), EDTA (circles), 2kDG (filled circles) and coastal sea-
water (stars).
dilute QD-HCl rinse, we observed, in general, only the recovery of the filter-adsorbed 55Fe,
indicating this volume was insufficient to completely remove Fe adsorbed on the walls of
the polycarbonate container to the solution phase. In all cases, a further cleaning rinse
with either dilute QD-HCl or the EDTA rinse solution used for pre-cleaning resulted in the
remaining 55Fe being recovered and subsequent filter blanks returning to below detection
limits (< 7 pmol L−1).
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Figure 2.5: Loss of 55Fe (moles per milliliter of permeate) to the filter (estimated from
mass balance considerations) versus initial colloidal Fe concentrations during cross-flow
filtration of natural seawater or seawater amended with different Fe chelators.
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Calculation of “true” colloidal iron concentrations
Implicit in the calculation of cCol (Equ. 2.4) are the following assumptions:
i: that there is no retention of the permeable species (PC = 1) and
ii: that no Fe is lost from the solution phase within the ultrafiltration system.
As detailed above, both of these assumptions are not always valid for the ultrafiltration of
soluble Fe species. However, the “true” colloidal Fe concentration (c‘Col) can be calculated
by completing the mass balance throughout the sampling procedure:
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Figure 2.6: Mass balance data for 55Fe in the permeate and retentate for selected
experiments. 20 ml QD-HCl rinse: Antarctic seawater (squares), 2kDG (filled circles),
EDTA (circles). 40 ml QD-HCl rinse: DFB (filled squares) and PP IX (stars). The
dashed line indicates the initial point of flushing the system with MQ and QD-HCl (6
M, 10 L per mL MQ water).
c‘ColVi = cRVR − cP
PC
VR + nuf (2.17)
or alternatively in terms of CF
c‘Col =
cR
cP
PC
CF
+
nuf
Vi
(2.18)
As the nuf is derived from mass balance considerations, Equ. 2.18 can be converted into a
form which is dependent only on directly measured quantities.
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c‘Col = ci − cP
Vi
(
VR
PC
+ VP
)
(2.19)
Values of c‘col calculated using Equ. 2.19 (App. A, App. B, and Fig. 2.7) show that
after CF = 2 a constant value for almost all samples. 2kDG and UV-irradiated Antarctic
seawater presented the highest amount of colloidal Fe (c‘col = 59 nmol L−1) at CF = 10.
DFB formed the highest amount of organically complexed Fe (cP = 53 nmol L
−1) and, in
a similar manner, a very low colloidal Fe concentration (c‘col = 5 nmol L−1). All other
samples, except for DFB, EDTA (c‘col = 48 nmol L−1) and TAC (c‘col = 44 nmol L−1),
showed similar values for c‘col (51 − 54 nmol L−1).
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Figure 2.7: Ambient “true” colloidal Fe concentration (Equ. 2.19) with increasing
CF, of Antarctic seawater (squares), DFB (filled squares), EDTA (circles), 2kDG (filled
circles), PP IX (stars) and coastal seawater (filled stars).
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2.4.2 Solubility of iron-complexes in seawater
Iron was poorly soluble in UV-irradiated Antarctic seawater (icP ≈ 0.15 nmol L−1) (App.
B), which is in good agreement with other recent solubility studies performed with conven-
tional filtration systems in UV-irradiated seawater (Kuma et al., 1998a, 1992b, 1996; Liu and
Millero, 2002) and in NaCl solutions (Liu and Millero, 1999). Interestingly, icP increased
with increasing CF (PC = 0.58), which may indicate that one or more of the inorganic
hydrolyzed Fe species is discriminated against by interaction with the filtration membrane,
possibly via polarization/charge effects.
Natural seawater (Antarctic and coastal seawater) had significantly more soluble Fe (icP ≈
6 nmol L−1) than UV-irradiated seawater and in both samples icP increased with increasing
CF (PC = 0.92 and 0.96 respectively) indicating small but significant retention effects on
the soluble Fe species in these samples. This is an important finding as it indicates that
accurate determination of the soluble Fe concentration in a sample is dependent on mak-
ing multiple measurements of icP as a function of CF as a single measurement does not
provide any information on PC . The natural seawater Fe solubility values measured here
are comparable to earlier studies (Kuma et al., 1998a,b, 1996) in which nM levels were
found in coastal and open ocean seawaters. Additionally, the apparent ligand concentrations
measured in the Antarctic seawater (5.4 nmol L−1) were higher than the maximal solubility
(Equ. 2.16) values (1 − 3 nmol L−1) calculated from published speciation parameters in the
same region measured using voltammetric methods (Boye et al., 2005, 2001; Croot et al.,
2004a; Croot and Johansson, 2000). This difference between the actual solubility and the
predicted values is probably in part related to the detection window used for voltammetric
analysis, which would preclude weaker Fe-binding ligands (Croot and Johansson, 2000). It
is clear that more detailed work using both chemical and physical methods on the same
samples is still required.
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DFB is a hydroxamate siderophore, which forms strong complexes with Fe(III) (Schwarzen-
bach and Schwarzenbach, 1963) even under ambient seawater conditions (Hudson et al.,
1992). Due to its high-binding strength, DFB is frequently used to limit the bioavailability
of Fe to phytoplankton in experimental studies (Hutchins et al., 1999a; Wells, 1999). In the
present work, DFB strongly enhanced the Fe solubility (cP = 53 nmol L
−1) and limited the
formation of colloidal Fe (c‘col = 5 nmol L−1). For DFB, PC = 0.97, indicating that there
was some small discrimination by the filter membrane for this soluble species. In an earlier
study it was found that only 50% of the FeHDFB+ (MW = 803) species was found to
pass through a 1 kDa membrane at pH 4.8 (Batinic-Haberle et al., 1994). Furthermore,
the authors found that FeHDFB+ could form higher MW complexes with micelles at
concentrations above the critical micelle concentration. While the colloidal concentration
would have been expected to be near zero with DFB, as the solution was undersaturated
with respect to Fe’, it does appear that some of the 55Fe was retained in the colloidal phase,
though this colloidal Fe may still have been associated with DFB. As the DFB solution was
undersaturated it was only possible to estimate a lower bound for log K for this complex in
seawater (App. A and B).
The speciation of Fe-EDTA complexes in seawater is well described (Gerringa et al., 2000;
Hudson et al., 1992; Sunda and Huntsman, 2003). EDTA forms three relatively weak Fe
ligand complexes in seawater at pH 8.10, ∼68 % Fe(OH)(EDTA)2− (log K ′Fe′L = 7.7),
∼24% Fe(EDTA)− (log K ′Fe′L = 7.3) and ∼7% Fe(OH)2(EDTA)3− (log K ′Fe′L = 6.7),
due to strong side reactions with Ca2+ and Mg2+ (App. A and B). In the present work, we
found that 100 nmol L−1 EDTA maintained ∼ 12 nmol L−1 in the soluble phase and that
there was effectively no retention effect on these soluble complexes (PC = 1.00). Estimates
of the conditional stability constant (App. A and B) for the soluble Fe−EDTA complexes
(log K ′Fe′L = 9.0) were significantly higher than predicted values (overall log K
′
Fe′L = 7.9).
An earlier study by Sunda and Huntsman (2003), using a solid phase extraction technique
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(SPE) to determine soluble Fe-EDTA species, found good agreement with values predicted
by Hudson et al. (1992). As equilibration times were the same in both studies, the reasons
for the apparent discrepancy between our results and those of Sunda and Huntsman (2003)
may be due to the experimental setup. This could indicate that the presence of EDTA in
solution has some effect on the size range of the Fe colloids formed (see also phytic acid
below) by adsorbing to the surface and preventing further aggregation (Nowack and Sigg,
1996). Such colloids may have been retained by the SPE technique employed by Sunda
and Huntsman (2003) but passed through our ultrafiltration system. The photolysis of Fe-
EDTA complexes to form Fe(II) (Kari et al., 1995; Sunda and Huntsman, 2003) may also
have played role here in maintaining a fresh source of small Fe colloids that passed through
the ultrafilter. Further studies on the solubility of Fe-EDTA complexes are currently being
pursued.
TAC is from the family of thiazolylazo compounds (Hovind, 1975) that are known to form
relatively strong Fe complexes. TAC is used as a reagent in voltammetric analysis for Fe
speciation in seawater (Croot and Johansson, 2000). In the solubility experiments that we
conducted with 100 nmol L−1 TAC, we found ∼ 16 nM in the soluble phase (PC = 0.99).
This result is slightly higher than we had anticipated given the published estimated condi-
tional stability constant for seawater of log βFe′(TAC)2 = 12.4 (Croot and Johansson, 2000).
However, this high solubility may indicate the presence of a strong 1 : 1 Fe-TAC species that
was not anticipated in Croot and Johansson (2000).
PP IX has previously been found to be a strong Fe chelator by voltammetric studies (Rue and
Bruland, 1995; Witter and Luther, 1998) though more recently this has been brought into
question by photochemical (Rijkenberg et al., 2006) and bioavailability studies (Sato et al.,
2007). In the present work, we find little evidence supporting PP IX as a strong Fe chelator
in seawater as 100 nmol L−1 of this ligand were only able to maintain ∼ 2.5 nmol L−1 Fe
in solution. The apparent discrepancy between the earlier voltammetric measurements and
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later measurements may be due to either an insufficient equilibration time (Rue and Bruland,
1995), as suggested by Town and van Leeuwen (2005), or the lower pH (6.9) used in the
Witter et al. (2000) study.
Phytic acid (myo−insitol hexakisphosphate) is a major component of eukaryotic cells (Turner
et al., 2002) and has been suggested to be capable of forming strong Fe complexes in sea-
water (Witter et al., 2000). In the present study, phytic acid was found to be a relatively
weak Fe ligand, complexing only ∼ 6 nmol L−1 Fe under the conditions employed here.
Recently published thermodynamic data (Torres et al., 2005) for phytic acid complexes with
Ca2+, Mg2+, H+ and Fe+++ indicate that under the seawater conditions employed here,
there should be no appreciable Fe+++ complexes formed. However, a recent study using
Field Flow Fractionation (FFF ) showed that solutions of Fe and phytic acid at pH 7 formed
complexes and/or colloids in the size range 1 − 500 kDa (Purawatt et al., 2007). Higher
concentration ratios of phytic acid to Fe shifted the mean colloid size to lower molecular
weights (Purawatt et al., 2007). This behavior is probably related to the ability of the
phosphate groups present in phytic acid to act as bridging groups between Fe colloids (Mali
et al., 2006). The case of phytic acid then adds a new twist to the Fe solubility story as
it apparently has an important role to play in stabilizing colloidal Fe but does not directly
form soluble Fe.
The ligand 2kDG is a natural product of glucose oxidation and has been suggested as an
important component of trace metal binding in soils (Nelson and Essington, 2005). Related
compounds to 2kDG have been implicated in the production of Fe(II) in seawater through
photochemical reduction of the Fe-carboxylic complex (Kuma and Matsunaga, 1995; Kuma
et al., 1992a; Oeztuerk et al., 2004). In this study, we found only a small enhancement in
soluble Fe with 2kDG (cP ≈ 2 nmol L−1). Analysis of recent complexation data for 2kDG
(Essington et al., 2005) indicates that it would not be expected to retain Fe in solution under
seawater conditions due to the strong interactions with Ca2+.
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Phytagel (“Gellan Gum”; (Miyoshi et al., 1996; Nishinari, 1999)) is a sugar-like macro-
molecule with a mean molecular weight of 490 kDa (Milas et al., 1990) and has been
previously found to bind Th(IV) (Quigley et al., 2002) in seawater. Thus we anticipated
only a trace amount of 55Fe would pass through the membrane, due to the high molar mass
of the ligand, however we surprisingly measured a high concentration (cP = 9.54 nmol L
−1).
This apparent discrepancy may be due to the ability of some of the long chained molecules
to pass through the membrane as coils (Nakajima et al., 1996) and transport Fe with it.
However, clogging of the membrane filter by the large phytagel molecules was also an issue
here, and this greatly reduced the permeate flow rate and concentration with time.
2.4.3 Implications for ultrafiltration of natural seawater solutions
The results found here have strong implications for the ultrafiltration of natural seawater
solutions for the determination of soluble and colloidal Fe without the use of radio-isotopes.
The analysis of the retentate and permeate fluxes can be achieved with other methods for
stable Fe; such as chemiluminescence (Croot and Laan, 2002; Obata et al., 1993) or ICP-MS
techniques (Saito and Schneider, 2006; Wu, 2007). It is clear that in seawater samples with
considerable colloidal concentrations there will be retention of these species on the filter
membrane and walls. These species are recoverable with a later acid or combined dilute
acid/DFB rinse and can be corrected for in the overall mass balance. A potential problem
here is the contribution of Fe from the filter apparatus itself, from our preliminary studies
on this we have found that an EDTA, DTPA or DFB solution in ultra-pure water passed
through the system prior to the sample reduced the blank to very low levels (< 30 pmol L−1
- our detection limit with FIA-chemiluminescence (Obata et al., 1993)). The use of strong
acids should be avoided as much as possible as in our experience this leaches Fe out of the
plastic walls.
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If the solution is undersaturated, as most natural samples from the open ocean would be, the
problems of wall adsorption should be minimized greatly simplifying the analytical procedures.
However, it is critical that measurements (for mass balance purposes) be made as a function
of the CF in both the retentate and permeate and that a recovery rinse be employed.
We have recently employed a combined Vivaflow-50 and FIA-chemiluminescence system on
several cruises in the Atlantic with reasonably good success (Croot et al. in preparation).
The only major problem we have encountered so far has been from insufficient cleaning
of ultrafilters overloaded with colloidal material (e.g. Saharan dust, colloidal Fe from iron
enrichment experiments).
2.4.4 Overall performance of cross-flow filtration system
The overall performance of this cross-flow filtration system for Fe measurements was par-
ticularly good as sample processing times were relatively short compared to other cross-flow
filtration systems currently available, and the system was easily manageable for a single
operator. The problem of colloidal Fe loss on the filter and walls of the system is common
to all such ultrafiltration methods but good mass balances can be obtained by employing
a recovery rinse as used in this study and by monitoring both the retentate and permeate
flow over time. Our results strongly suggest that ultrafilters should not be used in a single
pass mode, but instead should only be used in the normal recirculation mode, as critical
information would otherwise be lost. While this does significantly increase the processing
time compared to conventional filtration systems, it does also provide valuable checks and
balances on the behavior of the system being investigated. We also suggest that these filters
can be extensively reused, provided attention is paid to the use of recovery and cleaning
solutions.
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2.5 Conclusions and Recommendations
Our work has shown that good mass balances for Fe can be obtained using an cross-flow
filtration system when employing a final rinse to recover Fe adsorbed to the filter membrane.
It is also very important to monitor both the retentate and permeate fluxes as a function
of CF to determine PC for the solution as soluble Fe may also be partially retained by the
ultrafilter. We conclude that cross-flow filtration systems such as the one employed in our
study can provide valuable information on colloidal and soluble Fe in the ocean. Furthermore,
we recommend future studies should concentrate on examining the relationship between
solubility and iron speciation in the colloidal and soluble phases through the careful use of
ultrafiltration techniques such as we described here.
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3.1 Introduction
Iron (Fe) is a micronutrient whose low availability in seawater restricts the growth of phy-
toplankton over broad swaths of the surface ocean (Boyd et al., 2000; Coale et al., 2004;
De Baar et al., 2005; Gervais et al., 2002; Martin et al., 1994; Takeda and Tsuda, 2005;
Wells, 2003; De Baar et al., 1990; Sato et al., 2007). Fe in seawater occurs in both dissolved
(Fed < 0.2 µm) and particulate (FeP > 0.2 µm) phases, and it is believed that 99% of the
dissolved Fe is organically complexed (Rue and Bruland, 1997; Wu and Luther, 1995). The
recent advent of microfiltration and ultrafiltration techniques has shown that the dissolved
phase consists of both soluble (FeS < 0.02 µm) and colloidal (0.02 µm < FeC < 0.2 µm)
fractions (Bergquist et al., 2007; Cullen et al., 2006; Nishioka et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2001).
Currently it is however not yet fully understood, what are the key controls on the fraction
of the dissolved phase which occurs as soluble rather than colloidal Fe.
Measurements of Fe solubility (cFeS) are performed by adding a saturating amount of Fe to
seawater and then determining the concentration of the filtrate that has passed through a
0.02 µm, or smaller, filter. The pioneering works of Kuma et al. (1996, 1992b, 1998a), Liu
and Millero (1999, 2002), and Byrne et al. (2005); Byrne and Kester (1976); Byrne et al.
(2000), suggest that cFeS largely depends on temperature, pH, and ligand concentration,
with higher concentrations of inorganic soluble Fe possible at lower pHs and temperatures.
Fe solubility in both UV irradiated and artificial seawater (i.e. seawater containing no dis-
solved organic matter (DOM)) at 0.01 nmol L−1 between pH 7.5 and 9 has been shown to
be lower than in untreated seawater (cFeS = 0.5 nmol L
−1; (Liu and Millero, 2002)). This
difference can be explained by the existence of natural organic ligands (Kuma et al., 1996;
Liu and Millero, 2002; Rue and Bruland, 1995; van den Berg, 1995), which enhance the Fe
solubility in seawater by organic complexation of the trace metal.
Concentrations of Fe binding ligands in surface seawater vary from region to region. Coastal
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seawater, related to its overall higher biological activity, has significantly higher ligand con-
centrations (7 to 70 nmol L−1; (Powell and Wilson-Finelli, 2003a; Croot and Johansson,
2000)) than open ocean seawater (0.5 to 6 nmol L−1; (Powell and Donat, 2001; Croot
et al., 2004a)). A slight increase in Fe binding ligand concentrations with depth has also
been seen in the Atlantic (Powell and Donat, 2001) and ascribed to the release of Fe binding
organic ligands during the remineralization of settling organic matter. These results suggest
that a significant amount of uncomplexed ligands exists in seawater.
At times, cFeS appears to be correlated to concentrations of nutrients (e.g., nitrate, phos-
phate) (Nakabayashi et al., 2002; Tani et al., 2003), possibly due to the release of organic
ligands to seawater during the decomposition of sinking particulate organic matter (POM).
Fe binding ligands could be released to seawater directly from phytoplankton when the cells
are lysed (Gobler et al., 1997; Hutchins and Bruland, 1994; Hutchins et al., 1999b), or
indirectly by grazing (Sato et al., 2007). In addition, Fe binding ligands are produced by
bacteria (Haygood et al., 1993; Martinez et al., 2000; McCormack et al., 2003) in response
to iron limitation and their increase could be associated with the growth of the population
of heterotrophic bacteria decomposing the organic matter. Fe-binding ligands may also be
directly released to seawater by growing phytoplankton, which may often excrete dissolved
organic matter (DOM , as waste product or intentional released), some of which may be
able to bind Fe (Fuse et al., 1993).
It is clear that we are a long way off from fully understanding the extent to which organic
ligands and other parameters influence the capacity of seawater to hold soluble Fe. In an
attempt to shed light on this question, which has implications for the bioavailability and
transport of Fe in the surface ocean, we measured the solubility of Fe of seawater in a
tropical upwelling zone to understand what processes were important in this region.
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3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Overview of the study site in the Mauritanian upwelling zone
During springtime, when the trade winds blow from the northeast, the Mauritanian upwelling
zone is marked by strong upwelling. In summer, however, the winds come more predomi-
nantly from the north and upwelling is confined closer to the coast. Our work was performed
during Meteor cruise M68/3 in July 2006, when upwelling only occurred close to the coast.
3.2.2 Sampling of subsurface seawater
Samples of seawater between 20 and 200 m were collected using trace metal clean GO-FLO
bottles (General Oceanics, Miami, USA) deployed on a Kevlar line. The GO-FLO bottles
were transferred into a class 100 clean container where all sample handling was performed.
The collected seawater was filtered through a 0.2 µm membrane filter (Sartorius) under
nitrogen overpressure (0.2 − 0.3 bar) into 125 mL acid cleaned HDPE bottles (Nalgene).
3.2.3 Sample treatment
Fe solubility measurements were performed immediately using the radioisotope, 55Fe (Hart-
mann Analytics, Braunschweig, Germany). The experimental setup (described below) was
adapted from Kuma et al. (1996). The 55Fe isotope had a specific activity of 157.6 MBq/mg
Fe, a total activity of 75 MBq, and was dissolved in 0.1 mol L−1 HCl. 55Fe dilution stan-
dards were produced with Milli-Q (MQ) water and acidified with quartz distilled (Q) HCl to
a pH below 2.
After the addition of 55Fe (t0 = 0 h; total Fe FeT = 20 nmol L
−1; pH 7.9) to each sample,
a small subsample was filtered through a 0.02 µm Anotop syringe filter (Whatman) and
acidified with (QD) HCl, to keep the Fe from adsorbing to the bottle walls (Fischer et al.,
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2007; Schlosser and Croot, 2008). Duplicates of unfiltered and 0.02 µm filtered samples
(400 µL) were transferred into 6 mL counting vials to which 4.5 mL of scintillation fluid
(Lumagel Plus r©) were then added. This procedure was repeated for subsamples taken at
3, 6, 24, 48 and 72 h. Sample storage, treatment and measurement were performed at
room temperature (20◦C). Counts per minute of 55Fe were made in a scintillation counter
(Packard, Tri-Carb 2900TR) and then converted to soluble Fe concentrations, taking into
account the activity of the added isotope solution and the dissolved Fe concentration of
each sample. The 55Fe technique was chosen to investigate the true capacity of seawater
for soluble Fe.
The dissolved Fe concentration (Fed)was measured onboard with the luminol chemilumines-
cence method (de Jong et al., 2000; Obata et al., 1993) in an online flow injection analysis
(FIA) system. Macronutrient concentrations (nitrate, nitrite, phosphate and silicate) for
each sample were measured on board with an auto-analyzer following the methods out-
lined in Grasshoff et al. (1999). Dissolved oxygen was also measured on board via classic
Winkler titration. Chlorophyll a concentrations were measured via high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) (Hoffmann et al., 2006). The free pH of the samples was cal-
culated using the CO2SYS software (Lewis and Wallace, 1998) from measured alkalinity,
temperature, salinity, and TCO2 (Steinhoff, T., personal communication).
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Iron solubility in seawater
The solubility of Fe was lowest at the sites located furthest offshore (Station 258 and 261;
Figs. 3.1, 3.2 and App. C). At these stations cFeS generally increased with depth from
minimum values at around 40 m. In all cases, cFeS was higher at deeper depths. The more
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Figure 3.1: Shown are the sampling positions in the Mauritanian upwelling zone, com-
bined with bathymetric data.
shoreward casts (261, 284, 289 and 307) showed a Fe solubility minimum at 20 m (Figs. 3.1
and 3.2). As with the offshore sites, Fe solubility at shoreward sites was highest at deeper
depths below the pycnocline.
When the data are plotted together, they fall into two distinct groups (Fig. 3.3). In the
first group, that of samples taken from depths ≥ 40 m, values of cFeS are greater than
0.3 nmol L−1 and show strong linear relationships with in situ pH (R2 = 0.91), phosphate
concentrations (R2 = 0.77), and apparent oxygen utilization (AOU) (R2 = 0.80) (see also
App. C). The shallower samples make up the second group, with values of cFeS that fall
between 0.1 and 0.4 nmol L−1 and do not sit on the trend lines. These low concentrations
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Figure 3.2: Shown are the results of cFeS (black squares), density (σθ, solid grey
line) and chlorophyll a (dashed black line, upper diagrams), and irradiance attenuation
coefficient (PAR), Kd (dashed black line, lower diagrams) versus water depth. Note that
the upper left picture uses a different depth scale.
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of Fe solubility occur at high values of dissolved oxygen and pH and low values of phosphate
of near surface waters.
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Figure 3.3: Shown are the sampling positions in the Mauritanian upwelling zone, com-
bined with bathymetric data. Each sampling locations has a different color on the dia-
grams. All subsurface samples (≥ 40 m) from the onshore casts show a linear correlation
of cFeS with O2, pH and PO3−4 . The dashed red lines illustrate the capacity of seawa-
ter for the inorganic soluble Fe species. The dashed blue line indicates the capacity of
seawater for the inorganic and phosphate complexed Fe species.
3.3.2 Irradiance attenuation coefficient and seawater density
Light irradiance data (irradiance attenuation coefficient (PAR), Kd) are available for three
locations (272, 284, and 307) (Fig. 3.2). These data indicate the location of particle
maxima in seawater and can be used as an indicator for the potential loss of organic ligands
by adsorption onto particle surfaces (Campbell et al., 1997; Mayer, 1999). If adsorption
onto particles is the reason for the lower Fe solubility in surface waters, increases in particle
abundances as shown by Kd should be associated with decreases in cFeS . However, this was
not observed at all three stations, suggesting that removal of ligands by particle scavenging
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is not the main parameter controlling cFeS and it is likely that photooxidation of organic
ligands (Barbeau et al., 2003; Powell and Wilson-Finelli, 2003b) is responsible for the lower
cFeS values in these surface waters.
A distinct minimum in Fe solubility at 40 m at the Open Ocean stations 258 and 261 (Fig.
3.2) was not apparently related to any other measured parameter (chlorophyll a, density
(σθ), etc.). It appears that this minima represents a region where processes that remove Fe
ligands dominates over production terms and it is intriguing that it is immediately above the
deep chlorophyll maximums that are found in this oligotrophic waters.
Seawater density (σθ) shows a strong positive correlation with cFeS (Fig. 3.2). This
suggests that the pycnocline acts as a strict barrier at these sampling locations, between
primary production, above, and remineralisation of biomass, below.
3.3.3 Nutrient regeneration and relationship to cFeS
The simplest possible explanation for the increasing Fe solubility at greater depths and lower
pHs is that the solubility of inorganic Fe is higher at lower pHs. It should also be remem-
bered here that our experiments were all conducted at 20◦C and thus the solubility is not
dependent on the in situ temperature that the samples were collected from. The expected
solubility of inorganic Fe (Fe′ = Fe(OH)2+ + Fe(OH)+2 + Fe(OH)3 + Fe(OH)
4−) can
be calculated using the equations of Liu and Millero (1999) and is shown by the dashed red
line in Fig. 3.3. It is clear in Fig. 3.3 that inorganic solubility is insufficient to account for
the higher Fe solubility at deeper depths, nor the lower levels of Fe solubility of the near
surface, and thus organic complexation is required.
Fe complexing ligands are known to be produced by bacteria or phytoplankton, and released
to the environment as metabolites or in the strategy for obtained trace elements necessary for
growth. The production/release of organic ligands (e.g. siderophores) by bacteria, however,
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is inhibited if cells are Fe-sufficient (Martinez et al., 2003). All the stations in the Maurita-
nian upwelling zone higher dissolved Fe concentrations at depth (0.5 − 1.25 nmol L−1) than
in the surface (0.3 − 0.4 nmol L−1) were observed. These dissolved Fe concentrations could
be considered for many oceanic bacteria and phytoplankton Fe sufficient and suppressive of
siderophore production particularly in light of the high aerosol Fe deposition rates and fast
Fe turnover time in this region (Croot et al., 2004b).
Alternatively, the changes in Fe solubility may be associated with organic matter reminer-
alization (Nakabayashi et al., 2002; Sato et al., 2007; Kuma and Isoda, 2003; Tani et al.,
2003), through the release of ligands into the water. DOM (including Fe-binding ligands)
will be released directly into seawater from bacteria and phytoplankton cells following break-
age of those cells via zooplankton grazing (Hutchins and Bruland, 1994), viral lysis (Gobler
et al., 1997), or bacterial attack with ectoenzymes (Nagata et al., 1998). Similarly, a rise
in soluble ligand concentrations (and therefore Fe solubility) could be the result of produc-
tion by heterotrophic bacteria obtaining their carbon via the oxidation of DOM but coming
into Fe limitation. Thus the degradation of organic matter could see the production of
siderophores in an effort to obtain Fe to fuel their growth. Finally, binding sites on ligands
in the colloidal (Boye et al., 2005) or particulate phases could be converted to the truly
soluble phase. This is an important point as though there are few data for iron binding
ligands in the soluble and colloidal portions of the dissolved phase, results suggest that the
soluble fraction is significantly smaller than the colloidal (Boye et al., 2005; Schlosser and
Croot, 2008). Thus comparison between measurements of dissolved ligand concentrations
and cFeS are only indicative as most of the ligand is in the colloidal phase and not in the
soluble phase which determines cFeS .
That it is some process related to remineralization controlling Fe solubility in the samples
≥ 40 m depth is strongly supported by the significant correlations between cFeS and pH,
phosphate, and AOU (Fig. 3.3 and App. C). Both the solubilization, via microbial ectoen-
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zymes, of Fe-binding materials present in phytoplankton cells and the release of Fe-ligands by
bacteria as they grow remain plausible explanations for the observed patterns in Fe solubility
(Fig. 3.3 and 3.2).
The high correlation with phosphate also suggests a simple alternative hypothesis for Fe sol-
ubility that has been seemingly overlooked − simple inorganic complexation by phosphate.
Currently the methods (Rue and Bruland, 1995; van den Berg, 1995) used to measure organic
complexation do not consider phosphate complexation and strong phosphate complexation
would be interpreted as being organic with present methods. Phosphate could be important
when present in higher concentrations than hydroxide. Interestingly data from Khoe and
Robins (1988) for Fe-phosphate complexes indicate that these complexes could be signifi-
cant: Fe(PO)4 (log K = 19.50) and Fe(HPO)+4 (log K = 9.30). However a closer look
at the Khoe and Robins (1988) study shows it was carried out at pH 2 (3 M NaNO3) and
there is no available data at seawater pH that would help to explain our correlation between
phosphate and cFeS .
For the sake of examination, the stability coefficients of the Fe-phosphate complexes from
Khoe and Robins (1988) were used to calculate the Fe solubility at our sampling sites with
respect to phosphate species, pH, and temperature. The dashed blue line in Fig. 3.3 shows
the solubility of Fe for phosphate-complexed and inorganic Fe species together. The close-
ness of the theoretical curve to the data suggests that the higher Fe solubility in the deeper
samples could be caused by complexation with phosphate or the formation of a meta-stable
ferric phosphate phase. However correlation is not causation and solubility experiments in
our lab with UV irradiated high phosphate Southern Ocean waters indicates much lower
solubilities in agreement with only hydroxide complexation, seemingly ruling out phosphate
as an important complexing agent. Though, the match is striking enough to warrant further
study of phosphate-Fe species complexes with a view to assessing their contribution to Fe
solubility in deeper waters.
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Table 3.1: The table shows cFeS/PO3−4 ratios of this and reference studies.
Location Filter cFeS/PO
3−
4 Reference
[µm] [∗103]
Mauritanian upwelling zone 0.02 0.68±0.09 This study
Western North Pacific Ocean 0.025 0.14±0.03 [Kuma, et al.,1996]
Eastern Indian Ocean 0.025 0.08±0.01
Subarctic WN Pacific Ocean 0.025 0.23±0.04 [Kuma and Isoda, 2003]
Subtropical WN Pacific Ocean 0.025 0.18±0.01
Boundary Zone 0.025 0.23±0.03
Okhatsk Sea 0.025 0.35±0.04 [Tani, et al., 2003]
Okhatsk Sea 0.025 0.29±0.03
NWN Pacific Ocean 0.025 0.38±0.04
NWN Pacific Ocean 0.025 0.34±0.02
3.3.4 Ratio of cFeS/PO
3−
4
The cFeS/PO
3−
4 ratio in the Mauritanian upwelling zone, calculated from the linear part of
the cFeS and phosphate diagram (i.e. essentially the nutricline) is 2 − 9 times higher than
in studies carried out in the Pacific and Indian Ocean (Kuma and Isoda, 2003; Kuma et al.,
1996; Tani et al., 2003) (Table 3.1). However, in these previous studies cFeS/PO
3−
4 ratios
were estimated for deep water masses (i.e. between 80 and 800 m) whereas the Mauritanian
samples come from the upper 80 m of the water column. The higher Fe solubility with re-
spect to phosphate concentrations in our shallower samples are more likely from the presence
of fresher, more labile dissolved organic matter released in the more productive Mauritanian
upwelling zone, than in deeper waters, below 100 m.
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3.4 Conclusion
In the Mauritanian upwelling zone, Fe solubility was lower in the upper mixed layer (20 m)
than directly below the mixed layer (40 − 80 m). The lower Fe solubility in the surface
appears to be tied to the photooxidation of organic ligands. A significant correlation of pH,
oxygen, and phosphate with cFeS of subsurface samples strongly suggests the conversion of
POM to soluble organic Fe binding ligands. The exact mechanism of this process, be it via
grazing or bacterial degradation is unclear at present and the further investigation of this
pathway and elucidation of the mechanism and fluxes is clearly required if we are to truly
understand what controls iron solubility in the ocean.
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Chapter 4
Influence of iron binding ligands
on Fe(III) solubility in a
mesoscale iron fertilization
experiment (EIFeX) in the
Southern Ocean
66 Fe(III) solubility in a mesoscale iron fertilization experiment (EIFeX)
4.1 Introduction
It is now widely accepted that in large parts of the ocean, i.e. high nutrient, low chlorophyll
(HNLC) regions, primary production is limited by the availability of iron (Fe). Since this
was demonstrated back in the late 1980’s in bottle incubations (De Baar et al., 1990; Mar-
tin and Fitzwater, 1988) and in subsequent mesoscale in situ Fe fertilization experiments
(Boyd et al., 2000; Coale et al., 2004; De Baar et al., 2005; Gervais et al., 2002; Takeda and
Tsuda, 2005; Wells, 2003), the operational definition has been that Fe exists in only two
phases in seawater, dissolved and particulate (as defined by what passes through an 0.2 µm
filter and what does not). Recent studies have shown the existence of soluble (FeS) and
colloidal Fe phases (FeC) within the dissolved fraction (Bergquist et al., 2007; Cullen et al.,
2006; Nishioka et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2001). The vast majority of the dissolved Fe (Fed) is
organically complexed (Rue and Bruland, 1997; Wu and Luther, 1995) further complicating
the picture.
Both the dissolved and particulate size fractions of Fe in seawater are derived from terrige-
nous materials via aeolian deposition (Jickells et al., 2005; Baker et al., 2006a), river inputs
(Buck et al., 2007; Allard et al., 2004), the resuspension of material from continental shelf
sediments (Elrod et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 1999), and the melting of ice bergs loaded
with sediments and dust (Raiswell et al., 2008a,b). Upwelling of Fe containing waters is
also an important source of Fe to surface waters (Chase et al., 2005; Bruland et al., 2005;
Fitzwater et al., 2003).
The major external input of Fe to the Southern Ocean is dust (Wagener et al., 2008) blown
off of southern hemisphere land masses (Patagonia, the Kerguelen Islands, and Australia)
and the input of dissolved Fe by wet deposition (Halstead et al., 2000). The solubility of
Fe from deposited dust is greatly variable, ranging between 2 and 20% (Baker and Jickells,
2006; Baker et al., 2006b), depending on the origin of the dust and the capacity of the
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seawater to hold dissolved Fe (Baker and Croot, 2009). The full extent of this natural Fe
fertilization and its exact impact on primary production and nutrient cycling in the Southern
Ocean are not yet fully understood (Pollard et al., 2009; Blain et al., 2007; Planquette et al.,
2007).
Organic Fe-complexing ligands have been found to be produced by bacteria under Fe limi-
tation (Martinez et al., 2000), and to be released to seawater directly from phytoplankton,
either when the cells are lysed (Gobler et al., 1997; Hutchins and Bruland, 1994), or in-
directly by grazing (Sato et al., 2007). Fe-binding ligands may also be directly released
to seawater by growing phytoplankton, which may often excrete dissolved organic matter
(DOM, as waste product or intentionally released), some of which may be able to bind Fe
(Fuse et al., 1993). These organic compounds are low molecular weight (LMW ) molecules
that form six-fold coordinated complexes with freely available Fe.
The concentration of these dissolved ligands in open ocean seawater (1 − 4 nmol L−1)
(Boye et al., 2005) exceeds that of dissolved Fe (0.02 − 0.5 nmol L−1), perhaps providing
excess binding capacity useful for coping with episodic inputs of Fe such as from dust events
(Wagener et al., 2008; Erickson III et al., 2003; Cassar et al., 2007).
In oxygenated seawater, the thermodynamically favoured redox state of inorganic Fe (Fe(III),
hydrolyzed Fe) is poorly soluble (20 − 500 pmol L−1) (Liu and Millero, 1999). Organic Fe
complexes are more soluble than inorganic Fe species and therefore increase both the resi-
dence time and overall concentration of soluble and of dissolved Fe in seawater. Hutchins
et al. (1999b) further suggested that because the organic complexation of Fe increases the
total amount of dissolved Fe species, it increases the total amount of Fe that is biologically
available. This may be true, but at the present time there are no data to say whether
ligand-bound dissolved Fe is more, equally, or less bioavailable than dissolved Fe that is not
ligand-bound (Chen and Wang, 2001; Hutchins et al., 1999a; Kuma et al., 2000).
Measurements of the capacity of seawater to hold soluble Fe (cFeS , Fe solubility) suggest
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that cFeS depends on temperature, pH, and ligand concentrations (Byrne et al., 2005; Kuma
et al., 1996; Liu and Millero, 1999, 2002). Inorganic Fe solubility increases with decreasing
temperature and pH tied to the associated drop in the concentration of hydroxyl ions, which
promote the formation of the particulate Fe hydroxides. That ligands enhance Fe solubility
is shown by the 50-fold lower solubility of Fe (0.01 nmol L−1) in UV-irradiated and artificial
seawater lacking dissolved organic matter than in untreated seawater (0.5 nmol L−1) (Liu
and Millero, 2002).
The Fe redox cycle in the euphotic zone is also effected by photochemical reactions (Bar-
beau et al., 2001, 2003; Wells et al., 1991). Sunlight of wavelengths between 300 and 400
nm (UVA and UVB) can penetrate a reasonable distance into the water column, destroying
organic ligands, reducing Fe(III) complexed to organic ligands (Barbeau et al., 2003), and
reducing colloidal, inorganic Fe(III) to Fe(II) (Wells et al., 1991). This Fe(II), although more
soluble and bioavailable than Fe(III), is thermodynamically unstable and is quickly reoxidized
by O2 and H2O2 or complexed by organic ligands. Organic ligands which are only partly
destroyed by UV-irradiation may still complex freely available Fe by forming organic Fe com-
plexes that are weaker than the ones made by unaltered ligands (Barbeau et al., 2003).
We present here ligand concentrations and Fe solubility measured during a mesoscale Fe
fertilization experiment in the Southern Ocean (EIFeX) in an attempt to investigate the
impact of artificial Fe fertilization on ligand cycling and Fe solubility.
4.2 EIFeX settings
The EIFeX study was performed in the Southern Ocean in a mesoscale cyclonic eddy em-
bedded in a meander of the Antarctic Polar Front. For more details on the Fe fertilization
in EIFeX (Fig. 4.1) see Croot et al. (2007, 2008), and Hoffmann et al. (2006). The ten
sampling sites reported in this chapter were located within the patch of fertilized water which
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Figure 4.1: The picture shows the cruise track (equivalent to the eddy motion and
water mass transport, respectively) and sampling locations during EIFeX. The red-labeled
numbers are marking stations located inside the patch (blue - outside the Fe patch).
was identified using several criteria: elevated Fe concentrations, elevated quantum yield of
photosynthesis (Fν/Fm), diminished concentrations of pCO2 and elevated chlorophyll a
concentrations (Smetacek and participants, 2005). Two stations conducted before the Fe
fertilization and two stations located outside of the fertilized patch served as controls.
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4.3.1 Water sampling
Teflon-coated 8 liter PVC GO-FLO bottles (General Oceanics, Miami, FL, USA) deployed
on a Kevlar line were used for the sampling of subsurface seawater. Immediately upon
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recovery the bottles were transferred to a Class 5 clean container (Clean Modules, UK).
There the seawater was filtered through 0.2 µm in-line filter cartridges (Sartorious Sartobran
filter capsule 5231307H5) by N2 overpressure into acid-cleaned 100 mL HDPE bottles for
Fe solubility measurements and into 1 L LDPE bottles for Fe-ligand measurements. All Fe
solubility and Fe ligand samples were frozen onboard at -20◦C, shipped frozen, and then
analyzed in laboratories at IFM-GEOMAR, Kiel.
4.3.2 Instruments and reagents
The Fe solubility measurements were performed with the radioactive Fe isotope 55Fe (re-
ceived from Hartmann Analytics, Braunschweig, Germany), using a method introduced by
Kuma et al. (1996). The 55Fe isotope used in this study had a specific activity of 157.6
MBq/mg Fe, a total activity of 75 MBq and was dissolved in 0.1 M HCl. 55Fe dilutions
were produced with 18 MΩ water and were acidified with quartz distilled HCl (Q-HCl) to a
pH lower than 2. The radioactive decay of 55Fe was measured using a liquid scintillation
counter (Packard, Tri-Carb 2900TR).
For the determination of natural, organic ligand concentrations, competitive ligand equilibra-
tion / adsorptive cathodic stripping voltammetry (CLE/ACSV), was used. The voltammetric
apparatus consisted of a voltammeter with a static mercury drop electrode (Metrohm 757
VA Computrace), a double-junction Ag/saturated AgCl reference electrode with a salt-bridge
filled with 3 M KCl and a glass rod as a counter electrode. Fe standards were prepared with
Q-HCl and 18 MΩ water. In our experiment, 2-(2-thiazolylazo)-p-cresol (TAC) was used as
competitive ligand and N-(2-hydroxyethyl) piperazine-N’;-2-propanesulfonic acid (EPPS) as
a buffer to hold seawater at pH 8. Both substances were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich. The
TAC solution, as described in Croot and Johansson (2000), was prepared in HPLC grade
methanol and EPPS with 1 M NH4OH.
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4.3.3 Fe solubility measurements
After the addition of 55Fe (t0 = 0 h) to a defined concentration of
55FeT = 20 nM, a small
subsample of the treated seawater sample was taken in a Teflon syringe and filtered through
a 0.02 µm Anotop syringe filter that had been flushed and filled with 18 MΩ ultrapure water.
The first 6 − 7 mL of the filtrate were discarded to avoid dead volume artifacts. The next 1
− 2 mL were filtered, immediately placed in a 60 mL acid-cleaned Teflon bottle, and acidified
with Q-HCl to avoid losses to wall sorption. Duplicates of filtered and unfiltered samples
were transferred into counting vials to which 4.5 mL of counting cocktail (Lumagel Plus r©)
were added. The same procedure was repeated for subsamples taken after 3, 6, 24, 48 and 72
h. After filtration and cocktail addition, the vials were placed in a liquid scintillation counter
and counted for at least 30 minutes. Recorded decays were converted to Fe concentrations
and corrected for the in situ dissolved Fe concentration. All work was performed at 20◦C.
Some samples were also measured at 4◦C (in situ seawater temperature) to investigate the
kinetics of Fe solubility at different temperatures.
4.3.4 Fe-ligand measurements
Subsamples (20 mL) of each seawater sample were pipeted to a series of 10 Teflon bottles
(Croot and Johansson, 2000). 100 µL of 1 M EPPS solution and the Fe standard solution
were added, to yield concentrations from 0 to 7.16 nmol L−1 Fe. The added Fe was allowed
to equilibrate with the natural organic ligands for one hour at room temperature (20◦C).
20 µL of 10 mmol L−1 TAC, as competitive ligand, were added and the sample was left to
equilibrate for 4 hours at 4◦C. The samples were then transferred to the voltammeter and
put into a temperature-controlled, quartz glass cell cup held at 4◦C for the voltammetric
measurement. The measurements began with a gas purge for 4 minutes with dry nitrogen
gas to remove dissolved oxygen from the sample. In the second step, Fe(TAC)2 complexes
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that had formed were adsorbed onto a fresh Hg drop by applying a potential of -0.4 V
for 4 minutes and stirring the sample. After the electrolysis, stirring was stopped and the
potential was scanned by the cyclic voltammetry mode from -0.4 to -0.9 V at 2 V/s. After
each measurement the cell cup was rinsed with 18 MΩ water and the samples were run in
duplicate in order of increasing iron concentration.
Kinetic approach
Kinetic Fe-TAC measurements of EIFeX samples were performed to determine the formation
(kf ) and dissociation constant (kd) of the FeL complex. Therefore, 200 mL of sample
were transferred in a Teflon bottle and pH stabilized with EPPS. At the beginning of the
experiment (t0) Fe was added to a defined concentration of 17.9 nM. Subsequently, a small
subsample (20 mL) was pipeted in a separate Teflon bottle and treated with 20 µL of a 10
mM TAC solution. This subsample was than transferred in the quartz glass cell cup held at
4◦C for the voltammetric measurement. The voltammetric measurements were performed as
described above for normal organic Fe ligand titration. After the measurement was done, the
subsample was passed back in the Teflon bottle and a new subsample was taken out of the
feed solution and processed as described above for subsample number one. After subsample
two was measured, the first subsample was remeasured. After every completed cycle, a new
subsample was transferred in a new teflon bottle, treated with TAC, and voltammetrically
measured several times.
4.3.5 Theory of Fe-ligand complexation
The CLE−CSV method has been described previously by Rue and Bruland (1995), and Croot
and Johansson (2000). A short introduction is given below. The mass balance for Fe in
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seawater is shown in Eq. 4.1.
[FeT ] = [Fe′] + [FeL] (4.1)
[FeT ] represents the total amount of Fe, [Fe
′] all the inorganic Fe species (e.g. hydrolyzed
species) and [FeL] the amount of complexed Fe by natural organic ligands. Eq. 4.2 shows
the formation and dissociation reaction of organically complexed Fe.
Fe′ + L↔ FeL (4.2)
The conditional stability constant of the organic Fe complex, with respect to Fe′, can be
expressed with the equilibrium constant equation of the formation reaction (shown above).
KFe′L =
[FeL]
[Fe′][L]
(4.3)
To convert KFe′L to KFe3+L (conditional stability constant of FeL with respect to dissolved
Fe3+), the inorganic side reaction coefficient αFe′ (10
10, (Hudson et al., 1992)), can be
used. After the addition of TAC the new mass balance of iron can be expressed as:
[FeT ] = [Fe′] + [FeL] + [Fe(TAC)2] (4.4)
where the TAC complexation of Fe′ can be formulated as:
β′Fe(TAC)2 =
[Fe(TAC)2]
[Fe′][TAC]2
(4.5)
The sensitivity, S, which is the relationship between the voltammetrically measured peak
current and the concentration of Fe(TAC)2, in the linear part of the titration curve. The
sensitivity varies strongly between seawater samples from coastal and open ocean environ-
ments. In our study, S was calculated for all measured samples, by the following equation:
S =
iP
[Fe(TAC)2]
(4.6)
αFe(TAC)2 is the side reaction coefficient for Fe(TAC)2 with respect to Fe
′ and can be
formulated as:
αFe(TAC)2 =
[Fe(TAC)2]
[Fe′]
= β′Fe(TAC)2 ∗ [TAC]2 (4.7)
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[Fe′] can then easily calculated by the relationship:
[Fe′] =
iP
SαFe(TAC)2
(4.8)
The side reaction coefficient of Fe for all naturally occurring ligands is related to the con-
centration of [Fe′] by the relationship:
[Fe′]
[FeT ]− [Fe(TAC)2] =
1
1 +
∑
KiL′i
(4.9)
The measured data were analyzed with a single ligand model, which was a nonlinear fit to a
Langmuir adsorption isotherm. This model was first detailed described in detail by Gerringa
et al. (1995). The single ligand model is derived from Eq. 4.3, where [LT ] = [L
′] + [FeL].
The rearrangement of Eq. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.9 yields to a reciprocal Langmuir isotherm:
[FeL]
[Fe′]
=
K[LT ]
1 +K[Fe′]
(4.10)
For this study, calculations were performed by an executable LabView c© fitting program
(Version: Ligfitv2.4; programmed by Peter L. Croot, IFM-GEOMAR). The calibration of the
side reaction of TAC at pH 8 in seawater was previously described by Croot and Johansson
(2000) and is not shown here.
4.3.6 Reaction kinetics
The kinetic approach of voltammetric FeL measurements was first described for the artificial
ligand 1N2N by Wu and Luther (1995) and Witter et al. (2000). For this experiment, TAC
was used to measure the dissociation rate (kd) and the formation rate constant (kf ) of the
FeL complex. With both rate constants the conditional stability constant (KFe′L) can be
easily calculated.
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The formation rate constant (kf)
The formation rate constant (kf ) of the FeL complex can be calculated by the decreasing
amount of free inorganic Fe′. Prior works used the well established initial rate theory (Eq.
4.11) (Wu and Luther, 1995; Witter and Luther, 1998). The “rate” was calculated by
the initial (within the first couple of minutes) decrease in Fe concentration detected as
Fe(TAC)2.
kf [Fe][L] = rate[Ms−1] (4.11)
where [Fe] is the added Fe and [L] the measured ligand concentration. Following just this
theory implies that any other slower formation rate information are not be recognized. Please
find more about this in the result and discussion section.
The dissociation rate constant (kd)
The dissociation rate constant (kd) was determined using the steady state approximation
from the substitutional reaction:
FeL+ 2(TAC)→ Fe(TAC)2 + L (4.12)
Eq. 4.12 can be divided in two separate equations: the dissociation and formation of the
FeL complex and the formation of the Fe(TAC)2 complex:
FeL
kd­
kf
Fe′ + L (4.13)
Fe′ + 2TAC k2→ Fe(TAC)2 (4.14)
Since Fe′ is very reactive in the presence of TAC, any generated Fe′ by the dissociation of
the FeL complex, will react very quickly with TAC. Accepting that Fe′ will be very small
and applying the steady state approximation:
0 ≈ δ[Fe
′]
δt
= kd[FeL]− kf [Fe′][L]− k2[Fe′][TAC ′] (4.15)
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leads to:
[Fe′] =
kd[FeL]
kf [L] + k2[TAC ′]
(4.16)
Eq. 4.17 is the rate law of the formation of Fe(TAC)2 from Fe′ (Eq. 4.12):
−δ[FeL]
δt
=
δ[Fe(TAC)2]
δt
= k2[Fe′][TAC ′] (4.17)
Substituting Eq. 4.17 into Eq. 4.16 gives:
−δ[FeL]
δt
=
δ[Fe(TAC)2
δt
=
k2[TAC ′]kd[FeL]
kf [L] + k2[TAC ′]
(4.18)
Assuming, that kf and k2 are similar, that the rate limiting step is the dissociation of FeL
(TAC independent), and that [TAC ′] (1 x 10−5 M) is much larger than [L] (2 x 10−9 M),
then kf [L] ¿ k2[TAC ′] and Eq. 4.18 reduces to:
−δ[FeL]
δt
= kd[FeL] (4.19)
The integration of Eq. 4.19 gives:
ln[FeL] = kdt (4.20)
A plot of ln[FeL] versus time allows than for the calculation of kd. With both rate constants
it is now possible to calculate the conditional stability constant (KFe′L) for the FeL complex.
KFe′L =
kf
kd
=
[FeL]
[Fe′][L]
(4.21)
Using αFe′ (10
10, (Hudson et al., 1992)), the conditional stability constant with respect to
dissolved Fe3+ can be calculated.
KFe3+L = αFe′ ∗KFe′L (4.22)
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Dissolved Fe
On two different occasions during the EIFeX experiment, Fe(SO)4 was injected into the
seawater. The first addition increased the dissolved Fe concentration at 35 m from 0.2 nmol
L−1 to 0.69 nmol L−1 (as measured at station 466; App. D). Elevated concentrations of
dissolved Fe at station 466 persisted for several days in this upper mixed layer. Between
35 and 120 m (the deepest depth sampled), no significant change was observed in [Fed],
and the concentrations remained similar to concentrations present in waters outside of the
fertilized patch (station 427).
On day 9, in between the first and second Fe infusion, there was a storm which drove
convective mixing down to nearly 100 m (as shown from the chlorophyll fluorescence at day
10 on Fig. 4.2). Rather than homogenizing Fed concentrations throughout the mixed layer,
however, this mixing event produced Fe concentrations that alternated from slightly higher
to slightly lower values with depth (App. D). A similar zig-zag pattern was seen for other
parameters, e.g., DOM (I. Peeken, pers. comm.), suggesting this is not just analytical
noise. However, this obvious structure cannot be explained so far.
One day after the second Fe infusion, performed at day 14 of the experiment, an elevated
concentration of dissolved Fe of 0.5 nmol L−1 was found at 55 m depth (station 513). Above
and below that depth, however, [Fed] were essentially at background levels (0.2 - 0.3 nmol
L−1) (App. D).
In the following days of the experiment (days 21 and 28), concentrations of Fed in the upper
mixed layer decreased slowly, but remained higher than before the infusion or outside the
patch. The last three stations (St. 570, 580, and 591) at days 31, 33 and 36, which were
sampled down to 300 m, had two obvious maxima in Fed, one in the upper mixed layer and
the other below 150 m. All three stations showed a slightly different maximum at 300 m.
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4.4.2 Fe solubility
Although Fe fertilization had a clear biological impact (e.g., chlorophyll fluorescence notably
increased; Fig. 4.2, App. D), Fe fertilization did not initially have a strong impact on Fe
solubility (Fig. 4.2). Samples collected during the experiment, but located outside the patch
(station 514), showed slightly higher Fe solubility in the upper mixed layer than at 120 m
(0.35 vs. 0.10 nmol L−1). Inside the patch, 5 days after the first infusion, Fe solubility was
also highest in the upper mixed layer (0.41 vs. 0.20 nmol L−1 at depth).
This pattern was disrupted, at least inside the patch (there is no data for outside the patch),
by a storm on day 9. The high shear force generated by this storm (> 9 on the Beaufort
scale) induced mixing and resulted in an almost constant Fe solubility in the first 120 m of
the water column (0.26 nmol L−1). The were two other storms (days 20 and 35), both of
which broke down the upper to lower mixed layer differences in cFeS .
The second Fe infusion took place on day 14 at the same part of the eddy where the first
infusion was carried out. Samples taken one day later showed a minimum in Fe solubility
inside the patch of 0.18 nmol L−1 in the upper mixed layer and higher Fe solubility at depths
between 50 and 120 m (average of 0.34 ± 0.03 nmol L−1). The chlorophyll fluorescence
also increased rapidly at this time (Fig. 4.2).
On day 20, 6 days after the second infusion, a third storm came through. Sampling on day
21, showed that the storm homogenized Fe solubility values throughout the mixed layer again
(average values of 0.30 ± 0.05 nmol L−1). Samples taken inside the patch (day 36, station
591) after a weaker storm on day 35 also showed fairly uniform cFeS values throughout the
mixed layer. The average mixed layer cFeS was 0.36 ± 0.03 nmol L−1 at this time, giving
the entire mixed layer a higher total capacity for soluble Fe than at any other time during
the experiment.
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4.4.3 Organic ligands
Outside the Fe fertilized patch, at station 546, concentrations of natural, organic ligands,
which have a strong influence on Fe solubility, were higher in near surface waters (3.72 nmol
L−1 at 30 m), than in deeper waters (2.75 nmol L−1 at 100 m). Ligand concentrations
inside the patch slightly increased to 3.9 nmol L−1) after the first Fe infusion.
One day after the second Fe infusion, organic ligand concentrations in the patch showed
dramatic changes between 40 and 70 m at station 513. At these depths, ligand concentra-
tions alternated between 4 nmol L−1 and 6 nmol L−1, an oscillation comparable with the
alternation of Fe solubility values in the same part of the water column (Fig. 4.2). Above
35 m and below 70 m, nearly constant ligand concentrations (1.63 ± 0.26 nmol L−1) were
found.
After a third and a fourth storm (days 20 and 25), ligand concentrations dropped down
to much lower values in the surface (1.69 ± 0.16 nmol L−1) and displayed slightly higher
values at depth (between 2 and 3 nmol L−1). These rather low concentrations relative to the
high ligand values found at station 513 persisted until the end of the experiment. However,
station 591, sampled one day after the last storm event, showed a slightly increased ligand
concentration (3 nmol L−1) at 20 m depth and nearly constant values of 2 nmol L−1 at
deeper depths.
4.4.4 Diel cycle of Fe solubility
Diel cycle stations, inside the fertilized patch, were performed during EIFeX to investigate
possible diurnal cycles of Fe solubility, something which has not been studied previously. Fe
solubility results (Fig. 4.3) show changes in Fe solubility at 20 and 60 m water depth. At
both stations, which were performed on 2 consecutive days, there was a slight decrease in
Fe solubility at both depths during the day. A decrease was also seen at 40 m but it was
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Figure 4.3: The illustration shows the diel cycle results of Fe solubility measurements on
2 consecutive days during EIFeX in the water column (black squares − 20 m, red circles
− 40 m, green triangles − 60 m). Fe solubility is plotted versus time. Additionally, is
shown the measured global radiation strength during the day.
not as strong. After sunset a slight increase in Fe solubility was seen for both diel cycle
stations. However, seawater from 20 and 60 m showed again a bigger amplitude of cFeS ,
than seawater samples from 40 m.
These data are shown in Fig. 4.3 alongside data for local sunlight which had been measured
onboard of the research vessel R.V. Polarstern. The first diel cycle station was carried out
on a day that had an approximately 3 − 4 times lower global radiation flux (≈200 W m−2
at 12 p.m.) than the day of the second diel cycle station (≈700 W m−2 at 12 p.m.). The
effect of global radiation on Fe solubility was of special interest since certain wavelengths
of UV radiation are thought to destroy organic ligands (Barbeau et al., 2003) and reduce
Fe(III) to the more bioavailable Fe(II) species (Croot et al., 2008).
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4.4.5 Kinetic approach
Fe solubility measurements
For the Fe solubility experiment, small subsamples were taken over 3 days (72 h) and filtered
through 0.02 µm syringe filters in an attempt to study the equilibrium between colloidal and
soluble Fe in a kinetic approach to the study of Fe solubility and the exchange of radiolabeled
with non-radiolabeled Fe in FeL complexes. Fe solubility results from Kuma et al. (1996)
have shown a decrease of the radiolabeled Fe in the soluble Fe fraction,suggesting the
transformation of the well soluble Fe(OH)3 species to the amorphous and insoluble FeOOH
fraction over the duration of the experiment. However, our solubility experiments showed
an exponential increase of the Fe solubility (dashed black line in Fig. 4.4 a.). The obtained
data could be described by the following equation:
cFeS = cFeS,t0 + (cFeS,max − cFeS,t0) ∗
(
1− e−kobs,2∗t
)
(4.23)
where cFeS,t0 is cFeS at the time where the first measurement was performed, cFeS,max
the maximum Fe solubility , t the time and kobs,2 the rate constant of the reaction. The
theoretical approach shows that two different reactions appear at the same time. One
reaction is the complexation of radiolabeled Fe with available organic ligands.
55Fe+ L­55FeL (4.24)
If that this reaction is very fast and takes place just in the first minutes of the experiment, it
can not be measured by our technique because each sample takes 15 minutes to be counted
in the scintillation counter. The other reaction is the exchange of 55Fe with non-radiolabeled
Fe in existing organic complexes.
55Fe+ FeL
kobs,2
­ Fe+55 FeL (4.25)
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There is clear evidence for the occurrence of this exchange reaction between dissolved 55Fe
and organically complexed Fe. Assuming, the formation of non-radiolabeled FeL complexes
can be neglected, since the 55Fe concentration is much higher than the natural Fe concen-
tration and the dissociation of FeL complexes is the rate-limiting step for 55Fe complexation,
the observed rate constant is equivalent to the dissociation constant (kd) of FeL complexes.
The calculated kobs,2 values (4.45 ± 1.16 x 10−5 s−1) are in good agreement with literature
values of kd (3.06 x 10
−5 s−1 (Wu and Luther, 1995); 3.92 x 10−5 s−1 (Witter and Luther,
1998)).
The experiment was performed for some samples (n = 7) at both 4 and 20◦C to also examine
the influence of temperature on Fe solubility kinetics. The lower temperature, here 4◦C, did
not cause significantly higher cFeS ((n = 7) 4
◦C: cFeS = 0.514 ± 0.074 nmol L−1; 20◦C:
cFeS = 0.523 ± 0.089 nmol L−1). This is not in accord with the model of Liu and Millero
(1999), which projected a higher inorganic Fe solubility at lower temperatures (≈ 0.5 nmol
L−1), caused by a higher pKW . Similarly to cFeS , the values of the rate constants kobs,2
did not significantly vary with temperature ((n = 5) 4◦C: kobs,2 = 9.60 ± 4.28 x 10−5 s−1;
(n = 20) 20◦C: kobs,2 = 4.45 ± 1.16 x 10−5 s−1).
During this experiment, the total amount of radiolabeled Fe in the feed solution was also
measured (55FeF ). The feed solution showed decrease in concentration of radiolabeled Fe
over the duration of the experiment down to 40 - 60% of the initial concentration. This
loss can be explained by an increasing amount of adsorption of Fe onto the walls of the
sample bottles over the duration of the experiment (Fig. 4.4 b.). The sorption of uncharged
molecules, like Fe(OH)3 (the most common inorganic Fe species in seawater at pH 8), on
container walls has been observed by Fischer et al. (2007), Schlosser and Croot (2008), and
in earlier work by Robertson (1968).
The data points can be described by two intersecting linear functions (the solid black lines
in Fig. 4.4 b.) that, unfortunately do not contain kinetic information (e.g. the rate constant
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Figure 4.4: Shown are the increasing concentrations of cFeS (a.) and wall adsorbed
Fe (b.) over the duration of one Fe solubility experiment (sample 102425, station 420,
40 m water depth). The increase of Fe solubility and wall adsorbed Fe were described by
an exponential function and a nonlinear regression fit, respectively (dashed black lines).
Two distinct linear regression fits conducted for the wall adsorbed Fe data set are shown
by the black line in Fig. b.
for wall adsorbed Fe, kf,55FeW ). Alternatively, a non-linear curve may be fit through the
data points (the dashed black line in Fig. 4.4 b.):
55FeW =
55FeWmax ∗ t
Kd + t
(4.26)
where 55FeW is the amount of wall adsorbed 55Fe at time (t), 55FeWmax is the maximum
amount of wall adsorbed 55Fe, and Kd is the dissociation equilibrium constant. Kd can be
derived from the following equation:
55Fe+W­55FeW (4.27)
where W is the wall surface capacity of Fe and 55FeW is the concentration of Fe that is
bound to the wall surface. Kd can than be expressed as:
Kd =
[55Fe][W ]
[55FeW ]
(4.28)
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The conditional stability constant of wall adsorbed Fe (KFeW ) can then be calculated by the
inverse formulation of the dissociation equilibrium constant (KFeW = K
−1
d ). However, both
terms, Kd and
55FeWmax, were estimated by the slope and x-intercept of the Rosenthal
(Scatchard) linearization plot.
Our results suggest that about 93 % of the added 55Fe can be adsorbed onto the bottle
surface at pH 8. This amount corresponds to a surface capacity of 0.157 ± 0.093 x 10−6
mol Fe per m2 (moistened bottle surface area: 59.61 x 10−4 m2) and a surface coverage
of approximately 0.3 %, by atomic Fe of radii 10−10 m. The average value of the stability
constant, K55FeW , for adsorption onto the walls, calculated from the slope by the Scatchard
linearization, was low (2.59 x 109) compared to values of stability coefficients for FeL com-
plexes (1012-1014 for this study).
By comparison, Fischer et al. (2007) showed for polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) bottles
a ten times smaller surface capacity (4.2 x 10−8 mol m−2), a three times smaller surface
coverage (0.1%), and a K55FeW value that is two orders of magnitude higher (1 x 1011)
than the values we measured. Fischer et al. (2007) also showed that this wall adsorption
effect occurrs, in order of increasing strength, on surfaces of polyethylene or polycarbonate;
PMMA, high-density polyethylene (HDPE) or polytetrafluoroethylene; and glass or quartz
bottles. This is in disagreement with our results for K55FeW and the total surface capacity
for added 55Fe that showed that HDPE bottles have a weaker Fe binding strengths but a
higher Fe capacity and surface coverage than PMMA bottles.
It should be noted that despite our findings of the weaker binding, the Fe wall adsorp-
tion effect of HDPE sample bottles cannot be neglected and should be taken into account
during investigations of Fe speciation in seawater, since the HDPE binding strengths and
capacity are almost the same order of magnitude as the binding strengths of organic ligands
investigated in natural seawater.
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Frozen versus unfrozen
The time course of Fe solubility measured from EIFeX samples (which were frozen at -20circC
and shipped back to IFM-GEOMAR for analysis) was different to that of samples measured
directly after sampling. Fe solubility samples from the Mauritanian upwelling zone (Tropical
Atlantic) that were measured directly after sampling (M68/3 on the R.V. Meteor, Schlosser
and Croot, chapter 3) had higher cFeS values at the beginning of the experiment than
at the end (after 72 h). The same pattern was observed with unfrozen samples taken on
another Southern Ocean cruise in 2007 (ANTXXIII/9 at R.V. Polarstern, Schlosser et al., in
prep. to Marine Chemistry). During the ANTXXIII/9 cruise some of the samples were
also frozen and store for a few days prior to analysis. Other samples were measured straight
after sampling. Fig. 4.5 shows the different time course of cFeS for frozen and unfrozen
samples taken on ANTXXIII/9.
The overall higher concentration of cFeS of samples measured straight after sampling
could be explained by the rapid formation of soluble Fe(OH)3 at pH 8 (Kuma et al., 1996).
Over the course of the 72 hours of the experiment, a portion of this uncharged Fe species
would have been transformed into colloidal Fe species too large to pass through the syringe
filter. The lower concentrations of soluble Fe(OH)3 at the end of the experiment, although
in part controlled by temperature and pH, would have reflected an approach to equilibrium
with colloidal Fe species. The organic complexation of Fe with freely available ligands would
have takes place in the first few minutes of the experiment, as it is a very fast reaction, and
should not have affected the amount of cFeS very much.
The difference between the non-frozen and frozen samples suggests that freezing promoted
the formation of colloidal ligands that were slowly solubilized over the 72 hours of the ex-
periment. Alternatively, freezing may have pushed up the pH of the samples due to the
exclusion of gases (such as CO2) from the ice. As the concentrations of dissolved CO2 in
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Figure 4.5: Shown are two differentially treated solubility samples from the Southern
Ocean (ANTXXIII/9, R.V. Polarstern, 2007),measured like EIFeX samples. Sample
number one was stored in a freezer at -20◦C before the measurement (solid black circles
and line), sample two was immediately measured after sampling (solid black triangles
and dashed black line).
the thawed samples came back into equilibrium with the atmosphere, the pH of the samples
could have decreased (causing a slow increase in inorganic Fe solubility) during the duration
of the experiment.
Unfortunately, the data collected are not enough to distinguish between these two possibili-
ties. The difference in behavior of the frozen and non-frozen samples is troubling, especially
considering the frequency with which trace metal samples are frozen prior to analysis, and
suggest that this is a topic which needs to be investigated in more detail.
FeL measurements
Kinetic FeL - Fe(TAC)2 measurements on some samples were performed to investigate the
rates of dissociation (kd) and formation (kf ) of FeL complexes. Each TAC-treated subsample
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showed with increasing time an increasing Fe(TAC)2 concentration. This increase was used
to calculate kd from Eq. 4.20. Subsequently, each TAC-treated subsample started with a
lower Fe(TAC)2 concentration than the subsample treated before it (Fig. 4.6). This
decrease was than used to calculate kf from Eq. 4.11. The dissociation rate constants
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Figure 4.6: Shows the increasing Fe(TAC)2 concentration of the 7 taken subsamples
(black lines) versus time. The dashed black line point out the decreasing amount of Fe’
available for TAC complexation over the duration of the experiment. Proportional to the
increasing amount of organically complexed or wall adsorbed Fe.
calculated from Eq. 4.20 (7.7 ± 0.84 x 10−5 s−1) are similar to the kobs,2 determined in the
Fe solubility experiment and to the previously mentioned values from the literature (Witter
and Luther, 1998; Wu and Luther, 1995).
The formation rate calculated from the slope of the dashed black line in Fig. 4.6 are in the
range of 3.10 ± 1.52 x 103 M−1s−1. This is two orders of magnitude lower than expected
and compared to values from previous publications (5.08 until 0.42 x 105 M−1s−1 (Witter
and Luther, 1998)). It may be that the 8 minutes that elapsed prior to the first measurement
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after TAC addition was too long for an accurate estimation of the rate since most of the
formation of FeL complexes would have take place during the first minutes after Fe addition.
If the concentration of added Fe is used as the starting concentration and the first measured
Fe(TAC)2 concentration of the first subsample as the end concentration, than the calculated
formation rates (8.86 ± 4.20 x 105 M−1s−1) are in much better agreement with the values
from the literature.
This would further suggest that the formation of FeL complexes in seawater is too fast to be
precisely quantified with voltammetric methods. Faster measuring techniques are required.
There is a possibility that the observed decrease of Fe available for TAC complexation in
the feed solution might not have been caused by the complexation with organic ligands
but by the aforementioned adsorption of Fe onto the bottle walls (Fischer et al., 2007;
Schlosser and Croot, 2008). The conditional stability constant of inorganically complexed
Fe by functional groups of the container wall has an average value of 2.59 x 109 (see previous
section). The dissociation rate constant of wall-adsorbed Fe, kd,FeW , can be calculated from
the conditional stability constant of 2.59 x 109 for Fe inorganically complexed by functional
groups on the container wall and the low values for the formation rate constant (expected
to be the formation rate constant of FeW (kf,FeW ). The results obtained (1.04 ± 0.71 x
10−6 s−1) are one order of magnitude lower than dissociation rates found for FeL complexes.
This implies that the surface adsorbed 55Fe is strongly bound, and as shown by Schlosser
and Croot (2008), only removable with a HCl solution of at least 0.1 M.
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4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Fe and ligand cycling
The major conclusion of Boye et al. (2005) and Kondo et al. (2008) concerning the EisenEx
and SEEDS II mesoscale Fe fertilization experiments, respectively, was that the observed
decrease in dissolved Fe and organic ligand concentrations during the experiments were due
to dilution caused by wind-induced mixing. Strong storm events can lead to considerable
horizontal and vertical mixing, for example, if there is no strong temperature gradient in
surface waters. In the Southern Ocean, where deep mixed layer depths (100 m and more)
are not unusual, the induced wind stress in the surface layer can affect the water column
down to 100 m or more.
Although there were several storm events during the mesoscale Fe fertilization experiment
discussed here, it is difficult to pinpoint the exact impact mixing had on Fe and organic
ligand concentrations. Dissolved Fe concentrations in near-surface waters (0 − 60 m) only
slightly decreased following storm events. These slight decreases in [Fed] could be explained
by wind induced dilution with surrounding waters, such as described by Boye et al. (2005),
or they could be explained by the biological uptake of Fe by phytoplankton and bacteria. At
least some of the slight decrease was certainly due to biological consumption, as suggested
by the increase in chlorophyll fluorescence, an indicator of phytoplankton biomass, that is
contemporaneous with the drop in [Fed] (App. D and Fig. 4.2).
Concentrations of organic ligands were somewhat more impacted by storm events than [Fed].
A drop in ligand concentrations was, for instance, seen at station 508 after the first storm
event.
Organic ligands were in excess relative to Fed over the duration of the experiment which
means that there were enough organic ligands dissolved in seawater to complex all of the
naturally existing and artificially added Fe. Measured ligand concentrations inside the patch
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at the beginning of the experiment (2 − 7 nmol L−1) and outside the Fe patch (1 − 4
nmol L−1) were slightly higher than found for unfertilized open ocean seawaters (Rue and
Bruland, 1995, 1997; Witter and Luther, 1998) and during other fertilization experiments in
the Southern Ocean (3 − 4 nmol L−1, (Boye et al., 2005; Boyd et al., 2000)).
The ligand concentrations in the beginning of the experiment were not strongly affected by
the weak increase in biological activity that followed the first Fe infusion (Fig. 4.2). After
the second infusion of Fe, a considerable quantity of organic ligands were formed in the
upper mixed layer below the chlorophyll fluorescence maximum (40 − 70 m), something
which might be attributed to the production of organic ligands in association with the
decomposition of organic matter below the mixed layer (Croot et al., 2007).
After the third storm, ligand concentrations remained stable and low through to the end of
the experiment. The overall low concentration of ligands during this fertilization experiment
might reflect diminished release of Fe binding ligands by phytoplankton and bacteria. For
example, Haygood et al. (1993) pointed out that some marine bacteria produce Fe-binding
ligands under Fe stress but stop ligand production if Fe is not limiting. The availability
of Fe could be seen as a chemical cue controlling the production and release of ligands
by biota. If so, the enhancement of Fe concentrations in surface waters brought about by
Fe fertilization during EIFeX could have triggered some species to discontinue the energy-
intensive production of Fe binding ligands after 20 days of the experiment.
4.5.2 Changes in Fe solubility after Fe fertilization
As explained in the results section, the first Fe infusion had a lesser impact on ligand
concentration and Fe solubility than the second Fe infusion. The pattern of higher Fe
solubility in the surface was broken down during storm events. The resulting homogenization
of Fe solubility values in the upper 120 m indicates that the properties of the water that
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control Fe solubility (pH, organic ligands, etc.) became evenly dispersed throughout the
water column because of the mixing.
Interestingly, the capacity of seawater for soluble Fe averaged over the upper 120 m of the
water column changed significantly during storm events. This is clear between days 5 and
10 (stations 466 and 508), when integrated cFeS values between 40 and 90 m decreased by
approximately 16%. This decrease occurred alongside a decrease in ligand concentrations
of 18% in 55 m implicating organic ligands as one of the major controlling factors for Fe
solubility.
4.5.3 Interconnection of Fe solubility and ligand concentration
During the first part of the experiment, ligand concentrations and Fe solubility are signifi-
cantly related (cFeS = 0.04 ∗ L + 0.16;R2 = 0.88) between 25 and 80 m both outside of
and inside of the patch (Fig. 4.7). The situation is different in deeper waters. Below 100 m
at stations 427 and 513, Fe solubility is high, ligand concentrations are low, and there is no
correlation between them. This is also the case for all depths (20 to 300 m) at station 591.
Inorganic Fe solubility
The regression line in Fig. 4.7 gives an Fe solubility of 0.16 nmol L−1 at an Fe ligand
concentration of zero. This can be interpreted as the solubility of inorganic Fe (cFeS,in).
This value closely matches the 0.15 nmol L−1 measured by ultrafiltration for Antarctic
seawater that had been irradiated with UV radiation for a period of time (75 min) long enough
to destroy dissolved organic matter therein (Schlosser and Croot, 2008). This conclusion is
also supported by measurements of Fe solubility of 0.2 − 0.3 nmol L−1 made by Kuma et al.
(1996) and Liu and Millero (2002) on UV-irradiated seawater.
However, results obtained by Liu and Millero (1999, 2002) for inorganic Fe solubility in
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Figure 4.7: Shown is the diagram of ligand concentration vs. Fe solubility. Filled
squares are the results from samples taken inside and outside the fertilized patch above
80 m depth. Open squares are samples taken below 80 m depth at station 427, 513 and
at station 591 between sea surface and 300 m water depth.
artificial seawater is one order of magnitude smaller (cFeS,in = 0.01 ± 0.002 nmol L−1).
Liu and Millero (2002) concluded, with respect to the measurements made by Kuma et al.
(1996) and to their own measurements of UV-irradiated Florida Bay seawater, which also
had a high Fe solubility, that the UV-irradiation had not eliminated all organic ligands. On
the other hand, model calculations by of Liu and Millero (1999) yielded higher cFeS,in values
at pH 8 (≈ 0.15 nmol L−1) similar to our calculated value for the inorganic Fe solubility
(cFeS,in = 0.16 nmol L
−1). It may be that the measurements made on artificial seawater
are in error for reasons we do not yet understand.
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Colloidal and soluble ligands
Fe solubility samples were filtered through 0.02 µm Anotop filters and Fe ligand samples
were filtered through 0.2 µm cartridge filters. This means that while the Fe solubility
measurements are really reflecting the quantity of Fe that can be held in the soluble phase
(cFeS ≤ 0.02 µm), the Fe ligand measurements include also bigger phases (0.2 µm ≤ FeL
≤ 0.02 µm). This could explain why ligand concentrations are eight to ten times higher
than expected for the measured Fe solubilities. It appears that there was a colloidal ligand
phase (LC) that adsorbed Fe but did not pass through the 0.02 µm filters and so was not
counted towards Fe solubility.
The existence of colloidal ligand species was first demonstrated by Wu et al. (2001), Nishioka
et al. (2001), and Boye et al. (2005). Boye et al. (2005) determined that up to 90% of the
ligands occur in the soluble phase (LS , < 200 kDa). The other 10% of the dissolved ligand
pool exists in the colloidal size fraction (200 kDa − 0.2 µm). Our data show a very different
result.
If the soluble Fe fraction is complexed by the soluble ligand fraction in a 1 to 1 ratio, the
soluble ligand concentration can be calculated by the following equation:
LS = cFeS − cFeS,in (4.29)
Because cFeS,in depends on temperature, and pH (Liu and Millero, 1999), factors which
are relatively stable over the course of the experiment, it should not be changing very much
from a value of 0.16 nmol L−1. If so , LS should be in a linear relationship with LC . This
would suggest that up to 96 % of the entire dissolved ligand pool are colloidal ligands.
That implies that the decrease of dissolved ligand concentrations after storm events is mostly
caused by the decrease of the more reactive colloidal ligand fraction. This would agree with
the work of Boye et al. (2005), who postulated that colloidal ligand species are more reactive
than the soluble species and are more quickly destroyed and/or diluted during storms.
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The ligand concentrations measured here contain both a soluble and a colloidal fraction.
Where the trend line in Fig. 4.7 holds true, both ligand fractions must be in equilibrium
with each other. For samples which do not fall on the regression line (samples below 80 m
(inside and outside the patch) and the entire water column at station 591), soluble ligands
must not have reached this particular equilibrium with colloidal ligands. At these spots, the
colloidal ligand concentration is lower then observed for the others. This might suggests
that below 80 m and in regions with a high biomass (station 591), colloidal ligands are less
stable. That could be attributed to the adsorption of colloidal ligands on charged surfaces
(Campbell et al., 1997) of settling particulate organic matter (POM), or an increasing release
of soluble ligands by the bacterial decomposition of POM.
The data presented here are not sufficient for determination of how this shift in the ligand
pool influences biological availability of Fe. Future work on Fe solubility and ligand con-
centration should distinguish between soluble and colloidal ligands in the ligand pool and
supposable differences in the bioavailability of Fe in the soluble and colloidal size fraction.
4.5.4 Ligand and Fe solubility interactions with phosphate
The production and release of organic ligands in natural seawater during the decomposition
of organic matter were first noted by Kuma et al. (1996) in the Indian and western North
Pacific Ocean and later more precisely described by Kuma and Isoda (2003) and Tani et al.
(2003) in the North Pacific. These studies concluded from the linear correlation of Fe
solubility with phosphate and nitrate in deeper waters that Fe binding chelators were formed
alongside the release of nutrients during the remineralization of sinking organic matter. This
could be due to release of ligands from phytoplankton cells during their destruction via
zooplankton grazing (Hutchins and Bruland, 1999), cell lysis (Gobler et al., 1997), or to
the production of ligands by the bacterial attack with ectoenzymes (Nagata et al., 1998).
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Linearity between Fe solubility and nutrient concentrations has also been seen for depths
immediately below the seasonal thermocline in the Mauritanian upwelling zone (chapter 3).
During the EIFeX experiment in the Southern Ocean however, there is no visible link between
organic matter remineralization and Fe ligands or Fe solubility. No strong correlation between
Fe solubility (or dissolved ligand concentrations) and phosphate or nitrate concentrations
occurs in the data set for either all depths considered together or for just the depths below
100 m considered on their own. This could suggest that production associated with the
remineralization of sinking organic matter is not the dominant source of ligands to Southern
Ocean surface waters, but that some other process (e.g., Fe limitation) drives the production
and intentional release of ligands by bacteria. Alternatively, it might be that the exceptionally
high nutrient (and Fe ligand) concentrations of surface and subsurface waters in the Southern
Ocean is obscuring the signs of nutrient regeneration and ligand release.
4.5.5 Diel changes of Fe solubility
Although there was not a clear increase in Fe solubility with nutrient concentrations during
this mesoscale Fe fertilization experiment, the values did shift somewhat over the course of
the day on the 2 days that were investigated in detail (Fig. 4.3). On both days, Fe solubility
dropped from slightly higher values in the morning (0.3 to 0.4 nmol L−1) to lower values in
the afternoon and evening (0.1 to 0.3 nmol L−1). This was true at depths of 20, 40, and
60 m. On the first of the two days (the one with the less intense global radiation values),
the drop is most pronounced in the 20 m samples. On the second, significantly brighter
day, the decline in Fe solubility is greatest at the deepest depth. Striking is that despite the
rather low values in the afternoon of the first day, Fe solubility values at the beginning of
the second day had exceeded their values of the previous morning.
The recovery in Fe solubility values overnight suggests that during the day the destruction of
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dissolved ligands exceeds the rate at which they are produced, while at night the opposite is
true. The slight decline in Fe solubility during the day might be explained by destruction of
organic ligands by sunlight. Although there was a considerable difference in the intensity of
the global radiation on day 1 versus day 2, cFeS reached similar minima in the afternoons.
The first photochemical studies of natural organic ligands were performed by Barbeau et al.
(2003) and Powell and Wilson-Finelli (2003b). The study of Barbeau et al. (2003) showed
that ligands are very different in their sensitivity to UV-irradiation. Some functional groups,
like catecholate and hydroxamate binding groups, do not appear to be photochemically
reactive when they are bound to Fe and maintain their ability to bind Fe even in the wake
of strong irradiation (Barbeau et al., 2003). Catecholate which is not bound to Fe and
carboxyl groups (either bound or not bound to Fe(III)) are, on the other hand, sensitive and
can be destroyed by UV-irradiation (λ = 200 − 400 nm). It was also found that during the
destruction of organic ligands by sunlight, Fe(III) can be reduced to Fe(II) which is more
soluble and generally more bioavailable than Fe(III) (Barbeau et al., 2003) and might also
be a significantly source of Fe(II) in seawater.
Our results show a solubility minimum between 0.2 and 0.1 nmol L−1 that is essentially
the same on the late afternoon of the bright day as it is on the preceding day of muted
sunlight. An explanation for this might be that the destruction of the “sensitive” ligands is
independent of intensity (Barbeau et al., 2003) over the range of solar intensities experienced
in this study.
As a whole, the diel cycle measurements reported here suggest that between 1/3 and 1/2
of the dissolved ligands in the euphotic zone were destroyed during the day. To recover
the capacity in cFeS by the next morning (as was observed), biota would had to produce
photochemically reactive organic ligands during the night (Martinez et al., 2000). This might
serve a strategy of microorganisms for avoiding Fe limitation. Photochemically reactive
ligands, produced by bacteria, scavenge freely available Fe, preventing the formation of
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colloidal Fe and increasing the residence time of Fe in seawater.
Some phytoplankton species have the ability to destroy Fe complexes and to transport Fe
in the interior space of the cell by enzymatic reactions (Fe(III) reductase, etc.). If 1/3 of
the dissolved organic ligands are photochemically reactive, than a non-neglectable amount
of organically complexed Fe might be released again as Fe(III) during the day. This would
enable phytoplankton and bacteria to assimilate freshly available Fe whether or not they
possessed mechanisms to transport FeL into their cells. More work has to be done in this
area to quantify the mobilization of Fe by solar radiation.
4.6 Conclusion
Seawater samples for Fe solubility and Fe ligand measurements were collected during a
mesoscale Fe fertilization experiment (EIFeX) in the Southern Ocean. Concentrations of
dissolved organic ligands during this experiment were more strongly influenced by the result-
ing phytoplankton bloom than was Fe solubility. The pool of ligands in the studied waters
contained both colloidal and soluble ligands. The colloidal and soluble ligand species oc-
curred in a equilibrium with each other in the upper 80 m of the water column especially
early in the experiment. This linear relationship between soluble and colloidal ligands was
not found below 80 m or at the end of the experiment. The increase in concentrations
of soluble ligands and the decrease of colloidal ligands below 80 m and at the end of the
fertilization experiment could be explained by a decline in the production and release of
ligands by bacteria and by the removal of ligands from the colloidal size fraction through the
formation of larger particles over time or by the adsorption of colloidal ligands onto particle
surfaces.
The observed change of the ligand pool composition after such Fe fertilization may have a
strong impact on the Fe cycle and the residence time of Fe in the fertilized waters. Colloidal,
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organically-complexed Fe species may be converted into bigger particles which could then be
more rapidly transported than soluble species to the depths below the euphotic zone. This
would imply that a greater fraction of the artificially added Fe in mesoscale Fe fertilization
experiments is not available in the euphotic zone at the end of experiment.
Measurements of Fe solubility over 2 diel cycles suggested that organic ligands are degraded
by UV irradiation during the day. The extent of this decomposition is variable, in part with
light intensity, but also with the chemical makeup of the ligands present. In addition, Fe
ligand concentrations (and Fe solubilities) recover overnight to values similar to the previous
morning, suggesting that biological production of ligands during the night is keeping pace
with the photochemical destruction of ligands during the day. Since these processes play key
roles in determining the availability and residence time of Fe in surface waters, it would be
important to carry out further work on this subject.
The kinetic approach to measuring Fe solubility and Fe ligand concentrations revealed that
a relatively large amount of the added Fe is adsorbed onto bottle wall surfaces during the
time course of the measurements. The rate of adsorption of Fe onto the walls is slower
than the rate of organic complexation of Fe, but the surface capacity of the bottles for Fe
is two orders of magnitudes greater than the concentration of dissolved organic ligands in
seawater. It is imperative that further work illustrate the extent to which wall adsorption of
Fe introduces artifacts into the measurements of Fe solubility and Fe ligand measurements.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
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Fe solubility and ligand measurements performed during this PhD work were made to elab-
orate on the theory of the biogeochemical cycling of Fe in seawater. It could be shown
that strong organic ligands increase Fe solubility and therefore the residence time of Fe in
seawater. A greater inventory of dissolved and soluble Fe in seawater increases the residence
time of Fe in seawater.
¥ Measurements made during a mesoscale Fe fertilization experiment in the Southern
Ocean showed that both a soluble (< 0.02 µm) and colloidal (0.02 − 0.2 µm) fractions
of dissolved organic ligands are stable. Changes in soluble ligand concentrations were
much smaller than changes in colloidal ligand concentrations, implying that observed
changes in concentrations of dissolved ligands are driven mostly by changes in the
colloidal fraction. The composition of the ligand pool (in terms of the ratio of soluble
to colloidal ligands) in the upper mixed layer (20 − 80 m) shifted after the peak of
biomass was reached in the Fe fertilization experiment. Prior to this, the soluble and
colloidal ligand fractions were in some sort of equilibrium, since [Ld] showed a linear
correlation with Fe solubility. After this, the same ligand composition as observed
below 80 m during the experiment was found in the whole upper mixed layer (20 −
300 m).
It also appeared that neither organic ligand phase was dominantly produced during
the remineralization of organic matter (something that has been seen many times pre-
viously in other marine environments). Instead it is likely that their main source was
direct release by phytoplankton and bacteria. This conclusion stems from the fact that
[cFeS ] did not show a linear correlation with phosphate.
The decrease of Fe solubility during the day in the upper mixed layer (20 to 60 m)
observed during two diel stations may be attributed to the photochemical degradation
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of photochemically sensitive ligands during the day. Fe solubility tended to be highest
in the morning and lowest in the latter portions of the day, and then high again the
following morning. The regeneration of the cFeS capacity could be attributed to a
greater rate of production than destruction of organic ligands during the night, while
the decline of solubility during the day could represent the opposite case.
¥ In contrast to the measurements in the Southern Ocean, measurements made in the
Mauritanian upwelling zone did show a significant correlation between measures of
organic matter remineralization (pH, oxygen, and phosphate) and cFeS in subsurface
samples (40 − 80 m). An increase in Fe solubility with organic matter decomposition
could be occurring in several different ways. Organic matter, including intracellular
iron binding proteins, could be released from broken phytoplankton cells and solu-
bilized by bacterial enzymes. Alternatively, the linear correlation could be explained
by the conversion of particulate binding sites for Fe into the dissolved phase or the
complexation of Fe by phosphate released during the bacterial degradation of organic
matter. This may suggest that the dominant mode of production of organic ligands
differs between the Southern Ocean and the Mauritanian upwelling zone.
¥ Lab based ultrafiltration experiments on seawater ligand solutions showed that this
technique is a powerful tool for separating the particulate and colloidal Fe fraction
from the soluble Fe fraction and allows for investigation of the strength of organic lig-
ands for forming organic Fe complexes. The apparatus made it possible to investigate
the stability and interconnection of both size fractions. With this work we demon-
strated that strong organic chelators, such as DFB, increase Fe solubility by several
orders of magnitude over levels found in natural seawaters. It could also be shown that
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some of the fundamental equations traditionally used for the transformation of data
from samples collected by ultrafiltration need to be modified. A slight modification
of the traditional equations brings experimental results into line with those predicted
from a computer model.
Mass balance calculations showed that a significant portion of the added 55Fe dis-
appeared from the feed solution before the ultrafiltration was even started. This was
found in all untreated seawater samples and in all ligand solutions except for those
of the strongest chelator, DFB. A polycarbonate container that was used as storage
vessel for the feed solution showed a strong wall sorption effect. Between 20 to 40%
of the added Fe was scavenged by the container wall depending on the ligand solution
and could only be removed by a wash with HCl.
Another portion of the added 55Fe disappeared when the ultrafiltration was started.
Every cycle of the ultrafiltration apparatus led to a decrease in the colloidal and partic-
ulate Fe concentration in the feed solution. A significant portion of the colloidal and
particulate fraction during each cycle appears to become adsorbed to the membrane
filter. Interestingly, a wash with HCl did not always recover the adsorbed particles and
colloids (i.e. it failed with the ligand solutions of 2-keto-D-gluconic acid and phytagel
and with untreated seawater samples).
It has to be recognized for future ultrafiltration work that these side effects occur and
must be taken into account in any mass balance calculations that are carried out.
Appendix A
Auxiliary information for
ultrafiltration studies
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Text for solubility calculations for ultrafiltration studies:
Fe3+ + L↔ FeL
K ′FeL =
[FeL]
[Fe′][L′]
where [Fe’] is the Fe(III) not complexed with L, and [L’] is the ligand not complexed with the
iron in seawater. The solubility of Fe(III) in seawater is then given by the following equation:
[Fe(III)]SW = [Fe′] + [FeL]
The concentration of...
[FeL] = [Fe(III)]SW − [Fe(III)]NaCl
Thus it can be easily shown that
[Fe′] = [Fe(III)]NaCl
then using L′ and the final permeate concentration...(problem: as R may not be 1) can estimate
K ′FeL for each ligand...
K ′FeL =
[Fe(III)]SW−[Fe(III)]NaCl
[Fe(III)]NaCl[L′]
[L]T = [L′] + [FeL]
K ′FeL =
[Fe(III)]SW−[Fe(III)]NaCl
[Fe(III)]NaCl([L]T−[Fe(III)]SW )
This is adapted from Liu and Millero (2002): replace NaCl with UVSW?
K ′FeL =
[Fe(III)]SW−[Fe(III)]NaCl
[Fe(III)]NaCl[L′]
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A.1 Modeling of a two component system in an ultrafil-
tration study
From model calculations /∗ calculated derivative fashion − could also use dt1 ∗/
nV Ret = V Ret− ts ∗ V s;
nV Perm = V Perm+ V s ∗ ts;
/∗ Calculations − maybe change to by moles?∗/
nC1Perm = (C1Perm ∗ V Perm+ Pc1 ∗ C1Ret ∗ V s ∗ ts)/nV Perm;
nC2Perm = (C2Perm ∗ V Perm+ Pc2 ∗ C2Ret ∗ V s ∗ ts)/nV Perm;
CPerm = nC1Perm+ nC2Perm;
/∗ Instantaneous permeate concentration ∗/
iCPerm = Pc1 ∗ C1Ret+ Pc2 ∗ C2Ret;
nC1Ret = (C1Ret ∗ V Ret− Pc1 ∗ C1Ret ∗ V s ∗ ts)/nV Ret;
nC2Ret = (C2Ret ∗ V Ret− Pc2 ∗ C2Ret ∗ V s ∗ ts− V s ∗ ts ∗ kFew)/nV Ret;
CRet = nC1Ret+ nC2Ret;
nFewall = Fewall + V s ∗ ts ∗ kFew;
/∗ remove Fe from solution onto filter only from C2∗/
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A.1.1 Calculations
CF = V0V0−Vp =
V0
Vr
and Vp = νs ∗ t, where νs is the flow rate
CF = V0V0−νst
∂CF
∂t =
νsV0
(V0−νst)2
More here - basic equation is...
∂C
∂t =
( ∂n∂t V−n ∂V∂t )
V 2
so if no volume change then
∂C
∂t =
( ∂n∂t )
V
thus in the present case we have
nR = CK1VR + CR2VR
∂nR
∂t = −Pc1CK1νs − kFeW νs
includes flow rate
VR = V0 − νst
∂VR
∂t = −νs
Leading to...
∂CR
∂t =
((−Pc1CR1−kFeW )νsVR−(CR1VR+CR2VR)νs)
V 2R
∂CR
∂t =
((−Pc1CR1−kFeW )νs−(CR1+CR2)νs)
VR
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∂CR
∂CF =
∂CR
∂t
∂t
∂CF
∂CR
∂CF =
∂CR
∂t
(V0−νst)2
νsV0
∂CR
∂CF =
(
((−Pc1CR1−kFeW )νs+(CR1+CR2)νs)
VR
)(
(V0−νst)2
νsV0
)
∂CR
∂CF =
(
((−Pc1CR1−kFeW )+(CR1+CR2))
1
)(
(V0−νst)
V0
)
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A.1.2 For Component 1: Retentate
thus in the present case we have
nR1 = CR1VR
∂nR1
∂t = −Pc1CR1νs − includes flow rate
VR = V 0− νst
∂VR
∂t = −νs
Leading to...
∂CR1
∂t =
(−Pc1CR1νsVR+CR1VRνs)
V 2R
∂CR1
∂t =
(−Pc1CR1νs+CR1νs)
VR
∂CR1
∂t =
CR1νs(1−Pc1)
VR
Furthermore can calculate against CF
∂CR1
∂CF =
∂CR1
∂t
∂t
∂CF
∂CR1
∂CF =
CR1νs(1−Pc1)
VR
(VR)
2
νsV0
= CR1VR(1−Pc1)V0 =
CR1(1−Pc1)
CF
∂CR1
∂CF =
CR1(1−Pc1)
CF − can be transformed via u-substitution to
∂(lnCR1)
∂(lnCF ) = 1− Pc1
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A.1.3 For Component 1: Permeate
Case(1): Total permeate concentration
nP1 = CP1VP
∂nP1
∂t = Pc1CR1νs − includes flow rate
VR = V0 − νst = V0 − VP
∂VR
∂t = −νs = ∂VP∂t
Leading to...
∂CP1
∂t =
(Pc1CR1νsVP−CP1VP νs)
V 2P
∂CP1
∂t =
(Pc1CR1νs−CP1νs)
VP
Case(2): Instantaneous permeate concentration
CP1i = Pc1CR1 for any time
Leading to...
∂CP1i
∂t = Pc1
∂CR1
∂t
Combining from above with
∂CR1
∂t =
CR1νs(1−Pc1)
VR
gives
∂CP1i
∂t = Pc1
CR1νs(1−Pc1)
VR
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which can be converted using equation n and n+1 to the following
∂CP1
∂CF =
Pc1CR1νs(VR)
2(1−Pc1)
VRνsV0
= CP1iVR(1−Pc1)V0 =
CP1i(1−Pc1)
CF
or
∂(lnCP1)
∂(lnCF ) = (1− Pc1)
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A.1.4 For Component 2: Retentate - constant rate of loss onto filter
Mass balance and flow considerations.
nR2 = CR2VR
∂nR2
∂t = −kFeW νs − includes flow rate
VR = V0νst
∂VR
∂t = −νs
Leading to...
∂CR2
∂t =
(−kFeW νsVR+CR2VRνs)
V 2R
∂CR2
∂t =
(−kFeW νs+CR2νs)
VR
∂CR2
∂t =
νs(CR2−kFeW )
VR
Solution to this is:
∂CR2
∂t =
νs(CR2−kFeW )
VR
Furthermore:
∂CR2
∂CF =
∂CR2
∂t
∂t
∂CF
∂CR2
∂CF =
νs(CR2−kFeW )
VR
(VR)
2
νsV0
= VR(CR2−kFeW )V0 =
(CR2−kFeW )
CF
∂CR2
∂CF =
(CR2−kFeW )
CF −can be transformed via u-substitution to
∂ln(CR2−kFeW )
∂lnCF = 1
For Component 2: Permeate
In the model there is no flow for component 2 across the ultrafiltration membrane.
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A.1.5 For Component 2: Retentate - loss proportional to concentra-
tion
Mass balance and flow considerations
nR2 = CR2VR
∂nR2
∂t = −kFeWCR2νs − concentration dependent: kFeW is unitless?
VR = V0νst
∂VR
∂t = −νs
Leading to...
∂CR2
∂t =
(−kFeWCR2νsVR+CR2VRνsνs)
V 2R
∂CR2
∂t =
(−kFeWCR2νs+CR2νs)
VR
∂CR2
∂t =
CR2νs(1−kFeW )
VR
Solution to this is:
CR2 =
CR2,0(V0−νst)(kFeW−1)
(V0)(kFeW−1)
Furthermore:
∂CR2
∂CF =
∂CR2
∂t
∂t
∂CF
∂CR2
∂CF =
CR2νs(1−kFeW )
VR
(VR)
2
νsV0
= CR2VR(1−kFeW )V0 =
CR2(1−kFeW )
CF
∂CR2
∂CF =
CR2(1−kFeW )
CF − can be transformed via u-substitution to
∂ln(CR2)
∂lnCF = 1− kFeW
For Component 2: Permeate
In the model there is no flow for component 2 across the ultrafiltration membrane.
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A.1.6 For Wall Component: - constant loss rate
Mass balance and flow considerations.
nFeW − Area and ligand coverage per unit area incorporated
∂nFeW
∂t = kFeW νs
no breakthrough incorporated yet - infinite adsorption...
∂nFeW
∂t = kFeW νs
nFeW = kFeW νst
Thus a plot of nFeW against t should have a slope of kFeW νs. (Note the flow rate is included
in this term).
or
nFeW = kFeWVP
∂nFeW
∂VP
= kFeW
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A.1.7 For Wall Component: - loss proportional to concentration
Mass balance and flow considerations.
nFeW − Area and ligand coverage per unit area incorporated
∂nFeW
∂t = kFeWCR2νs
concentration dependent: kFeW is unitless - no breakthrough incorporated yet - infinite adsorp-
tion...
∂nFeW
∂t = kFeWCR2νs
∂nFeW
∂t =
CR2νs(1−kFeW )
VR
Plot of different parameters:
∂nFeW
∂CR2
= kFeWCR2νsVRCR2νs(1−kFeW ) =
kFeWVR
(1−kFeW )
or
∂nFeW
∂CR2
= kFeWCR2VRνs = kFeWCR2
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4.1 The picture shows the cruise track (equivalent to the eddy motion and water mass
transport, respectively) and sampling locations during EIFeX. The red-labeled numbers
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4.2 Shows Fe solubility (cFeS), ligand concentration [L] and chlorophyll fluorescence
versus depth of one station outside the patch (station 546), one station (427) in the
selected eddy, before the Fe infusion, and 8 stations performed after Fe injection,
located inside the patch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
4.3 The illustration shows the diel cycle results of Fe solubility measurements on 2 con-
secutive days during EIFeX in the water column (black squares − 20 m, red circles −
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4.4 Shown are the increasing concentrations of cFeS (a.) and wall adsorbed Fe (b.)
over the duration of one Fe solubility experiment (sample 102425, station 420, 40
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lines). Two distinct linear regression fits conducted for the wall adsorbed Fe data set
are shown by the black line in Fig. b. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
4.5 Shown are two differentially treated solubility samples from the Southern Ocean
(ANTXXIII/9, R.V. Polarstern, 2007),measured like EIFeX samples. Sample num-
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and line), sample two was immediately measured after sampling (solid black triangles
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4.6 Shows the increasing Fe(TAC)2 concentration of the 7 taken subsamples (black
lines) versus time. The dashed black line point out the decreasing amount of Fe’
available for TAC complexation over the duration of the experiment. Proportional to
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